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Mel Chin’s Rematch

FROM THE BEGINNING, Mel Chin’s work was always going to 
be a challenge to convey in the conventional space of the museum, 
as well as in the conventional genre of the retrospective. For one 
thing, many of his projects are site-specific, a genre that is difficult 
to translate to the museum. Take Operation Paydirt, for example, a 
New Orleans-based project begun after Hurricane Katrina through 
the Transforma collective to clean the soil of lead contamination 
that is connected to crime and violence, poetically linked by Chin 
to the lead bullets of gun violence. Chin has been angling for fed-
eral funding for the project by collecting symbolic funding from 

MEL CHIN
Rematch

New Orleans Museum of Art
New Orleans, LA

_

BY REBECCA L. REYNOLDS

Mel Chin: Safe House, 2008. New Orleans Museum of Art. 

the very audience that the project will benefit—children. The fun-
dreds, as he calls the hand-drawn bills, were originally stored in a 
house in St. Roch, run by KK Projects, in 2008 (Fig. 1). The bank 
vault door of Safehouse is here, but it feels strange, and not just 
because it lacks a room behind it. In a nod towards audience par-
ticipation, visitors can make their own fundred dollar bill, while 
completed ones are stacked in bundles on a specially designed pal-
let. But it all seems so slight in comparison to the importance of 
the work. Chin is tackling a subject of grave importance; his ambi-
tion and fearlessness should be applauded. What about demonstra-
tions of the science behind the work, or video from the St. Roch 
Safehouse? 
 Similar challenges frustrate the experience of the other 
public-based work, often presented through maquettes or repro-
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duced in photographic murals. Chin’s Revival Field, for example, 
feels dead in its various fragments: a maquette, prints, a specimen, 
a photo-mural. Wall text gamely tries to close the circle, explaining 
what makes this piece a landmark in the history of contemporary 
art: Chin’s collaboration with the USDA scientist Rufus Chaney to 
develop “phytoremediation”—the use of plants to literally clean 
up the toxic elements of the site and return it to a usable state. Pre-
ceded by variations on Earthworks, it seems to fit an art historical 
narrative, but actually its legacy has been more profound, adopted 
as a model by new genre public art, a movement now called par-
ticipatory or socially engaged art. Given its status, I was hoping 
to see more evidence of the collaborative nature of the work, or 
perhaps of its results. Certainly we can turn to the ambitious exhi-
bition catalogue and other textual sources to flesh out the radical 
nature of the work, but shouldn’t there be some way to do so expe-
rientially?
 As for the challenge of the retrospective format, the col-
lection of works in the exhibition would make little sense under 
normal expectations. There are sculptures, certainly, but also ce-
ramics, “earthworks,” installations, “props” inserted into a main-
stream television program, a video game, a graphic novel, a film, 
collages, and the Fundred dollar bills. It could be the work of ten 
different artists, if you didn’t know better. And it turns out that 

there might be ten different Mel Chins. At the panel discussion on 
opening weekend, it was fascinating to see how the speakers each 
had their own Mel Chin: the Chinese-American artist exploring 
questions of identity, the ecological Mel Chin of Revival Field, 
the public artist of Ghost. The variety would only make sense for 
a conceptual artist, and the inclusion of Duchamp-inspired work 
in the first area announces the alliance. Among the concepts in 
play, Chin tackles gun violence, war, terrorism, colonization, cul-
tural identity, climate change, and public health. It reminds me of 
a series of courses that was offered at my graduate school, simply 
called “Big Problems.” 
 These are indeed big problems, and luckily, the art is not 
too depressing or too in-your-face. In fact, there’s usually a sub-
versive, comic element that makes it all work. But de-coding it all 
is challenging work for the viewer, as we are asked to see the con-
ceptual in the visual, and yet limited to the wall texts as a source 
of information about the conceptual layers. Sometimes it works—
the weapons-based series, for example, uses contradiction to its 
advantage. Elementary Object is literally a pipe bomb, if such a 
weapon were made by combining a smoking pipe and a bomb. But 
Operation of the Sun through the Cult of the Hand loses out. The 
oval-shaped space encourages one to spend time with the work, 
but it was hard to make connections between the shapes and their 

Mel Chin: Revival Field, 1991. Photograph at Pig’s Eye Landfill. New Orleans Museum of Art.



Mel Chin: Elementary Object (For Corsica), 1993. New Orleans Museum of Art.
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conceptual sources in astronomy, mythology, and alchemy. Simi-
larly, the piece preceding it, Forgetting Tiananmen, Kent State, 
Tlatelolco, requires that we reconstruct the original funereal ‘hap-
pening’ in our imaginations in order to understand the significance 
of the shapes. That risk makes the piece compelling—it has all 
the hallmarks of Craig Owens’ melancholy interpretation of Ben-
jamin’s allegory as postmodern fragment-based art—but how does 
one convey that lesson in the conventional format of a museum 
retrospective? Meanwhile, the final room of 524 collages created 
from encyclopedias offers too much. Mockingly titled The Funk 
and Wag from A to Z in reference to the publisher, the collages 
themselves are quite fun, and function conceptually to question the 
objectification of knowledge in encyclopedias (and the culture as a 
whole) through a postmodern misreading of the books. A cross be-
tween the Capitoline she-wolf sculpture and a saxophone or a clar-
inet is Milkin’ Some Howlin’ Roman Jazz, while a dog with two toy 
sailboats is experiencing Wind in My Tail. But the floor-to-ceiling 
installation is so overwhelming that it’s easy to miss the pleasures 
of each panel, especially when they require cross-referencing with 
the laminated cards in order to find the titles. 
 The works that use collaborative structures to implant 
concepts on a subliminal level fare the best. In the Name of the 
Place is the perfect example, a program of modified props and 

set design for the television show Melrose Place that was so col-
laborative that Chin ceded his authorship to the collective acronym 
GALA. It’s fun to watch these clips from the soapy Melrose Place 
in all its 90s glory. There’s Courtney Thorne-Smith, huddled un-
derneath GALA’s RU 486 Quilt that surreptitiously interjects sup-
port for women’s reproductive rights. The characters are fighting it 
out while another conflict brews between the political artwork and 
the fictional world of Melrose Place. That second conflict is largely 
silent, as the significance of these objects is probably lost on the 
typical Melrose Place viewer. That, of course, is the gambit—that 
Chin believes that he may be able to use subversive strategies to 
get in under the audience’s skin without them ever noticing. Chin 
compares his methods to a virus, working to subvert the structure 
from within. This is profoundly important for contemporary artists 
who struggle to deal with the ineffectiveness of avant-garde strate-
gies that have become conventional. To rail against the institution, 
whether it is the art museum or television or something else—usu-
ally results in no real change to the institution, and only results 
in giving the artist a certain rebel sheen. The virus model offers a 
way to accept the post-structuralist lesson that there is no getting 
outside of the institution. 
 The problem is, it’s hard to appreciate the subversiveness 
of the GALA project through the text panels that precede each 

Mel Chin: Forgetting Tiananmen, Kent State, Tlatelolco, 1989. Hydrostone, steel, calla lily, pine, daisy, carnation plants; 80 x 30 x 6 in. New Orleans Museum of Art.
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Mel Chin: 9-11/9-11, 2007. New Orleans Museum of Art.

Melrose Place clip, sitting in the comfort of a plush pink couch. 
Being told what to look for takes away from the ‘where’s waldo’ 
quality of the search for the viral agent. 9-11/9-11, on the other 
hand, is easier to replicate in the gallery. Both a graphic novel and 
an animated film, the 9/11 piece, as Chin explains, is about “both 
9/11’s.” Okay, you got us…immediately we ask, there was more 
than one? The reason that we don’t know about the other one is 
that we were not the victim, but instead on the side of the perpe-
trator: the attack on La Moneda Presidential Palace in Santiago, 
Chile, on September 11, 1973. The comic book format’s references 
to good guys and bad guys leads us to assume that the US should 
be the Superman-style hero or the innocent victim, but revealing 
the ‘other’ 9/11 threatens our martyr status. With such troubling 
subject matter, it helps that we can identify with a pair of beautiful 
but poor young lovers, the man a recent immigrant to New York 
from Chile who gets a job washing dishes at the restaurant at the 
top of World Trade Center, where he meets the love of his life (Fig. 
4). A waitress, she is taking a man’s order when we notice the air-
plane behind her and we suddenly know what is going to happen. 
In fact, the people that were in the gallery with me audibly gasped 
when they realized that the menial jobs at the World Trade Center 

would mean that they would be there on the 9/11. As that cartoon 
plane heads for our plucky heroine, a sense of trauma starts to 
invade the room. We know that it is not a mere cartoon, that this 
really happened, that people really did die, as our heroine must too, 
and yet…perhaps the comic book will end differently? Perhaps a 
superhero will save the day? The only redemption offered is love; 
the tragedy of the film is that there are no happy endings here. It 
is a dark and sad message, yet the viral circumstances allow the 
message to worm its way into our understanding without feeling 
didactic.
 The chameleon-like quality of Chin’s work is definitely a 
strength, and it makes for a fun ride in the galleries at NOMA. You 
won’t tire from a march of nearly identical artworks; if anything, 
you will be overwhelmed by the variety as well as by the density of 
the installation. A little more space for the pieces to breathe would 
be nice, but it’s admirable that the museum has reconstructed spe-
cific installation spaces, such as Operation of the Sun through the 
Cult of the Hand. Chances are good that almost everyone will find 
at least one work in the show to appreciate. Faced with such diver-
sity, some might ask, will the real Mel Chin please stand up? I, for 
one, hope that the real Mel Chin continues to refuse the call.   q



The Art of 
Documentary Photography

SILHOUETTED AGAINST A featureless pale gray sky, the crum-
bling stone arch that only a short time before had been the heart 
and hearth of a home rises silently from the dark earth. Barren 
leafless branches of emaciated trees reach upward into the air like 
roots ripped from the nourishing soil in a blasted landscape. Bro-
ken limbs and shredded bark and broken timbers are scattered over 
ground. A single figure stands quietly gazing across desolated fields 
towards the distant horizon beneath a vast sky where another home 
that has escaped destruction stands, bearing mute witness to the 
violence with which begins the American Civil War during which 
hundreds of thousands of soldiers will be maimed, mutilated, and 
killed not to mention the collateral damage to the economic lives 
and civilian population of both the Union and the Confederacy in 
its exaggerated, brutal parody of similia similibus curantur. This 
photograph could represent the result of any disaster with its sense 
of loss and absence – hurricane, earthquake, firestorm et cetera – 
were it not for the context given by the accompanying texts.

Photography and the American Civil War
New Orleans Museum of Art

New Orleans, LA
_

BY KARL  F.  VOLKMAR

David Woodbury: Mrs. Henry’s House at Bull Run, 1861. Albumen print, 5.75 x 9 in. New Orleans Museum of Art. 

 George Barnard’s Ruins of Mrs. Henry’s House, Battle-
field of Bull Run from March, 1862, is a grim reinterpretation of 
the sometimes lyrical, sometimes moralizing poetic landscape tra-
dition represented by mid-nineteenth century America’s Hudson 
River School in which the romantic idealization of nature vis-à-vis 
the industrial revolution has been replaced by the violent transition 
from an agrarian world enabled by slavery to, hopefully, a new 
order that acknowledged the inherent humanity of all humankind. 
Barnard’s reinterpretation of the romantic landscape as vanitas 
signfies a fundamental shift from the sublime and divine to the 
human, tragedy impelled by a human narrative in which man dis-
places nature and the divine as the source of tragedy.
 This single image quietly marks a transformation from 
the romantic agrarian landscape and way of life with its Sir Walter 
Scott image of warfare to the mechanization of destruction as a 
product of the industrial revolution with its devaluing of human 
life. The poetic, moralizing image of the romantic landscape tradi-
tion that extends from the Hudson River School back to seven-
teenth century Netherlands landscape that represented the natural 
order will be grimly parodied in the bloated corpses on the Get-
tysburg battlefield in Sullivan’s Harvest of Death. The forces of 
nature in this moralizing landscape tradition have been replaced 
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by human agency as the cause of destruction as the disruption of 
natural processes as a byproduct of the rapidly industrialization of 
production accelerates.
  While the iconographic tropes of the allegorical land-
scape allow a general understanding, only an awareness of and re-
flection on historical and social circumstances offers the possibil-
ity of understanding the full significance, circumstances which are 
the context for human, i.e., individual suffering, and the possibility 
for its redress. The pathetic image of a ruined home given meaning 
by its iteration of traditional landscape tropes masks the personal 
tragedy of the eighty year old invalid woman who just happened to 
be in the way of forces and events over which she had no control. 
The tragedies of individual lives trapped in social conventions and 
the throes of historical change are evident only when their sto-
ries are revealed. The appearance of innocence, of peaceful rural 
landscapes and picturesque towns, of young men and women, an 
innocuous looking slave pen, and the idealization of lives of slaves 
in paintings and photographs elide and disguise in brutal inhuman-
ity of slavery revealed in 12 Years as a Slave. Slavery as cultural 
practice was morally unacceptable, it was the fictional and true 
accounts of individual experiences expressed in contemporary lit-
erature and, belatedly, modern film that makes empathy possible, 
rarely in photographic documents.
 One needs the title to understand the subject of William 
Pywell’s Slave Pen, Alexandria, Virginia (August, 1863) present-
ed as an innocuous building among other buildings using a con-
ventional asymmetrical format when photographing city streets. 
Brady & Company’s earlier photograph of the Slave Pen (1862), 
published as a stereograph, is taken from a closer vantage point 
that clearly shows the business name “Price, Birch & Co. Deal-
ers in Slaves” painted in large letters on the storefront obviating 
the need for a title, and includes a number of Union soldiers as 
liberators. By shifting the angle of view, Andrew Russell’s 1863 
photograph employs the contrast between the spidery branches of 
flanking trees, which deemphasize the smaller buildings on either 
side, and the regular geometry of the main building to suggest a 
monument on which the name of the former business is like an 
epitaph signifying that which has passed. Yet the information pro-
vided by the photographs is only a sign of what the viewer must 
imagine with regards to what happened within. That is made viv-
idly evident in several scenes from 12 Years a Slave, especially the 
view from the slave pen towards the Capitol in Washington, D. C., 
and the slave dealer when the protagonist is sold to his first planta-
tion owner.
 Barnard and Russell frequently employed pictorial con-
ventions that suggested deeper meanings. Northern photographer 
Henry Moore’s photographs of slaves, Contraband aboard U.S 
Ship Vermont, Port Royal, South Carolina from 1861 and Negroes 
(Gwine to the Field), Hopkinson’s Plantation, Edisto Island, South 
Island from 1862, could very well have been taken by a South-
ern photographer sympathetic to slavery. Classical compositions 
suggest a balanced life with no overt evidence of suffering until 
one compares what one knows with what is not represented. The 
rudimentary living conditions of Gwine to the Field may not ap-
pear overly harsh by nineteenth century standards of rural life but 
neither is there no happiness, no joy, neither the heroic labor of 
Millet, nor the power of Courbet, nor the rhythmic energy of Pis-
sarro, neither the complexities of Eastman Johnson nor the sub-

tlety of William Sidney Mount. Contraband… can be compared to 
J.T. Zealy’s portraits of Jack and Rente created for Louis Agassiz. 
The emerging conventions of documentary portraiture presented 
humans as objects, as property, reinforced by the objective gaze of 
the camera that represents the ‘thingness’ of things as screens for 
the projection of other’s desires, those in control, providing ‘natu-
ral’ and thus ‘moral’ justification for the institutionalized brutality 
of slavery.
 The presumed objectivity of the impersonal photograph 
as ideal documenting medium requires textual explanation, cultur-
al background, or individual imagination to give it evocative force 
beyond its conventions that, like the delicacy of the etched lines 
in Goya’s Disasters of War, serve to emphasize the horrors of war. 
McPherson and Oliver’s Gordon, A Runaway Mississippi Slave, or 
The Scourged Back and Charles Paxson’s images of slaves from 
New Orleans, taken in1863 can be considered as objective repre-
sentations but one must also consider the opportunistic nature of 
the circumstances following Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclama-
tion and the format of these photographs as cartes de visite, i.e., 
collectible items.
 Landscape as subject or background is a consistent theme 
throughout the war. The representation of nature as benign if not 
ideal or idyllic expresses a virtual nostalgia for an Arcadian past 
that was being increasingly transformed in the evolving industri-
al revolution into dream of progress. This idealized image was a 
theater for the death and destruction of warfare that emphasized 
the horrors at the same time that it seemed to interest photogra-
phers as a subject in itself.
 Gardner’s Antietam Bridge, Maryland (September, 1862, 
during which the Battle of Antietam/Sharpsburg was fought) with 
its stone bridge over a stream could be found in a Frederick Church 
landscape or one of Corot’s Roman campagna paintings. The pic-
turesque can represent an escape from the traumas of modernity 
yet the irony as the site of bloodshed, which one has to know to 
appreciate, as with Barnard’s Ruins of Mrs. Henry’s House, Bat-
tlefield of Bull Run above. Pontoon Bridge across the Potomac, 
Berlin, Virginia (October 1862), also by Gardner may have as it 
rationale the documentation of the work of army engineers but the 
interest in the rhythmic line of the pontoons across the dark waters 
of the river beneath the great expanse of sky with a feeling for the 
vastness of space that in, for example, the seventeenth century was 
a metaphor of for human insignificance vis-à-vis the vastness of 
creation suggests a poetic sensibility.
 Russell’s photograph of a military facility deep n the heart 
of what was once Confederate territory, Government Coal Wharf, 
Alexandria, Virginia, in 1863 involves the conventions of contem-
porary American Luminism. Single figures sitting at the edge of 
the water provide a sense of scale suggest a quiet, even idyllic, 
contemplative mood in this dramatic year that was introduced by 
the Emancipation Proclamation in January and will hear Lincoln’s 
Gettysburg Address. No one could know that a war going on from 
the lack evidence in this photograph.
 Wheat-Field in which General Reynolds was Shot (Mat-
thew Brady, Gettysburg, July 1863) underscores the inadequacy of 
photography in and of itself to convey without text reference or the 
viewer’s knowledge of the context. There are no signs of heroism 
or martyrdom, no trace of human drama in this otherwise quietly 
picturesque landscape. The inclusion of the contemplative figure 
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makes one wonder what is the significance of this place for Brady 
lacked the poetic imagination of co-photographers Barnard, Gard-
ner, and Sullivan, whose Field Where General Reynolds Fell more 
effectively conveys the tragic facts of the battle in which General 
Reynolds was killed. 
 Barnard is a master photographer of the picturesque and 
the view, the vista, and the panorama in his use of the subtle innu-
endos of the landscape elements inherited from the conventions of 
painting. The dramatic view of Nashville from the Capitol (1864) 
with its stormy, cloud-strewn sky and vast horizon reminiscent of 
seventeenth Dutch landscapes stands on its own merits as a work 
of art. The Capitol as an example of the Greek Revival style and 
the viewpoint similar to a view of Athens from the Acropolis com-
bined Barnard’s likely awareness of Thomas Cole’s Course of Em-
pire suggest a deliberate allusion to historical change.
 The comparison between Barnard’s Chattanooga Valley 
from Lookout Mountain (1864 or 1865), located in the heart of the 
Confederacy and Thomas Cole’s Oxbow on the Connecticut River 
viewed from atop Mount Holyoke near Northampton (1836), dis-
cussed in the catalog for the exhibition is not accidental. The pass-

ing of the storm of war and the thunderstorm combined the views 
of fertile river valleys suggest the possibility (if politics would al-
low) for redemption and renewal. In a similar vein, Barnard, Ruins 
of the Rail Depot, (likened by the catalog author to Roman ruins) 
suggests an empathy with eighteenth century landscape by  artists 
like Hubert Robert.
 Early photographs of military camps give little indication 
of the rigors of military life. Gymnastic Field Sports of the Gal-
lant Seventh. A Four-Story Pile of Men (Barnard and Bostwick, 
May 1861) shows the playfulness of young men in an exuberant 
celebration of life as if they were on an outing rather than facing 
a matter of life and death. The stereoscopic presentation indicates 
the commercial purposes of the photographs as information as 
well as entertainment, which was the reason most photographers 
were there in the first place: opportunities for economic gain. One 
wonders if any of these young men had any understanding of what 
they were involved in and would be facing. Such ignorance could 
only make the reality of combat even more tragic when dreams as 
well as lives were destroyed.
 Camp life, represented in works like George Stacy’s ste-

Reed Brockway Bontecou: Private Samuel Shoop, Pennsylvia Infanttry, April-May, 1865. Albumen silver print.
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reoscopic image of Camp Hamilton, near Fortress Monroe, Vir-
ginia (1861) and Gardner and James Gibson’s panoramic Penin-
sular Campaign: Camp Winfield Scott (May 1862) pieced together 
from several photographs, with its orderly rows of tents and men 
seemingly at ease gives no hint of the brutality of war and the 
destruction of lives and buildings. That will come later in the im-
ages of wounded veterans and bloated bodies on the battlefield 
randomly distributed where they fell. Compare these to the orderly 
military hospitals, general views and interior views, where one 
cannot smell the rotting gangrenous flesh or hear the moans of suf-
fering. All this must be imagined by the viewer to infuse meaning.
 It was from the South that one finds a realistic portrayal of 
camp life in the notorious prison camp in Andersonville, Georgia. 
A. J. Riddle’s Issuing Rations to Thirty-Three Thousand Prison-
ers: View from the Main Gate, Andersonville Prison, Georgia from 
August 17, 1864 documents the chaos resulting from malnutrition 
and lack of medical supplies. Andersonville was indeed a place of 
horrible suffering but the North had its own degrading facilities 
where Confederate prisoners were subjected to equally bad condi-
tions. Of those there are no photographs.
 Photographic portraits of young soldiers provide interest-
ing insight into how they see themselves and want the loved ones 
for whom the portraits are made to remember them, hopefully until 
their return. Some pose intriguing questions about the relationship 
between the psychological state portrayed and what is happening 
in the various war campaigns. The Union Officer in Dress Coat 
and Plumed Hat, with Rifle and Sword Bayonet and the Confeder-

ate Sergeant, Standing, with Large Bowie Knife and Rifle express 
the naïve innocence of the young men from both the Union and 
the Confederacy posing as fierce fighters in romantic anticipation 
of victory. Their apparent confidence suggests that these portraits 
were from the earliest years of the conflict, before the disastrous 
body counts.
 The casual, relaxed Fincher Brothers, Company I, “Zol-
licoffer Rifles,” Forty-third Regiment, Georgia Volunteer Infantry, 
Army of Tennessee (by Charles Lanneau) with slouched posing, 
hatless heads, and unbuttoned blouses are puzzling in the midst of 
the fighting in 1863. Does their attitude reflect their character even 
in the midst of strife, a deliberate posturing to please the people 
at home, or the expression of a truly optimistic mood? This is the 
year of Gettysburg when the tides of war seemed to be moving in 
favor of the South, until Gettysburg. Photographs like these indi-
cate that the conflict is not just about winning or losing, surviving 
or dying, but also about emotional lives that suggest the complex 
currents beneath the flow of events.
 In the significant year of 1863 and Gettysburg, Gardner 
created the group portrait Studying the Art of War, Fairfax Court-
House [Virginia]. The leisurely arrangement of the Union officers, 
the absurdity of the ‘art’ of war especially given the frequently 
inept commanding on both sides, mimics an Impressionist sous 
l’arbre, as if the officers wanted to convey the idea that they were 
gentlemen first and officers second and then only as a position be-
fitting their social rank, like classical philosophers in the grove of 
academe engaged in an intellectual pursuit.

Timothy O’Sullivan: Field Where General Reynolds Fell, 1863. Albumen silver print from glass negative, 7 x 8 15/16 in. New Orleans Museum of Art.
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Photographs of the wounded, maimed, mutilated, amputated, and 
murdered are the antithetical fate of the naïve, optimistic of young 
soldiers, the art of war, the Fincher Brothers, and the four lev-
el pyramid of young men. The images of wounded soldiers and 
amputated body parts collected by Dr. Bontecou’s in his Private 
Teaching Album of Wounded Civil War Soldiers from 1864-65 are 
important documents of actual damage that served as an important 
catalog for teaching: A Morning’s Work and Amputated Leg of pri-
vate George S. Shelton, Company J, Thirty-Sixth Wisconsin Volun-
teers. A good sense of the volume of amputations was represented 
in Lincoln as wheelbarrow after wheelbarrow of bloody body parts 
were casually dumped. If a soldier were fortunate enough to sur-
vive captivity in a prison camp, he still might suffer from depri-
vations: Emaciated Union Soldier Liberated from Andersonville 
Prison (1865). 
 Photographs of corpses on the battlefield are collected 
in Gardner’s A Photographic Album of the Civil War with simple 
descriptive titles -- Confederate Soldier [on the battlefield at An-
tietam], After the Battle, Collected for Burial, and Ditch used as 
a rifle pit during the battle – that reinforces the corpses as lifeless 
objects. No effort has been made to elicit empathy from viewers 
beyond the simple presentation of the fact of death with bodies 
strewn across fields like debris from a storm.
 Later, Gardner uses what might be considered a sense of 
humor in the title of A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep, Gettysburg (July, 
1863) that might serve to take the edge off the grim reality at the 
same time as he seems more interested in the texture of lights and 
darks that elide distinctions between corpse and rock and earth. 
The title of Timothy O’Sullivan’s A Harvest of Death, Gettysburg, 
with its bloated corpses scattered across the field subverts the pic-

turesque landscape with its grim parody of the agricultural harvest. 
The sensibilities of an artist can enhance the presentation of the 
subjects of documentary photography as in Barnard’s carefully 
photographed, and sometimes manipulated, landscape composi-
tion. Or they can be problematic, as it was for Walker Evans in his 
dismissal from the FSA, when esthetic concerns seem to override 
the factual. One has to carefully study Russell’s End of the Bridge 
after Burnside’s Attack, Fredericksburg, Virginia to get past the 
inherent geometry of form of the picturesque village to discover 
the disruption of the bridge’s function and even then that aware-
ness can be easily lost. The prisoners in Brady & Company’s Re-
bel Prisoners, Gettysburg look relaxed and casual, as if the men 
had been out for a leisurely walk through the countryside and had 
stopped for a rest. Thomas Roche’s Luminist Ordnance Wharf, 
City Point, Virginia (1865) represents an orderly symbiosis of 
landscape and technology that might be seen as a peaceful resolu-
tion of the historical conflict between agrarian and industrial at the 
end of the war that suggests the possibility of renewal.
 The photographic documentation of the Civil War is im-
portant because of the immense amount of information provided. 
But careful consideration of various images yields an understand-
ing that underlies the simple presentation of visual data. The skilled 
photographers offer interpretive insights. Correlations between the 
what of a portrayal and the contemporary circumstances raise in-
teresting questions that can lead to other insights. What these pho-
tographs reveal as a whole is not only the objective potential of 
photography as a documenting medium but also as a medium for 
the expression of ideas through innovative synthesis of traditional 
artistic practice and the documentary and contextually based inter-
pretations.                                                                                     q

Unknown Artist: Captain Charles A. and SergeantJohn M. Hawkins, Georgia Volunteer Infantry, 1861-62. Quarter-plate ambrotype with applied color.



Solberg’s Hard Realism

PORTRAITURE HAS ALWAYS been one of the main subjects 
of photography.  Amusing nineteenth-century illustrations satirize 
the sadistic devices in which early photographers would pose their 
subjects, as long exposure times required complete stillness to re-
cord a precise image. As technology increased, that time dimin-
ished, and photographers were able to catch the ephemeral light 

PAUL SOLBERG
Service

Boyd Satellite Gallery
New Orleans, LA

VITO GIALLO
New Work

Boyd Satellite Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ

Paul Solberg: Service 19, 2010. Photograph on vintage film. Boyd Satellite Gallery.

on which photography is based in a snap. Still, film development 
required processing time, and so viewing the images required pa-
tience. 
 Just a few decades after Kodak introduced its pre-loaded 
film camera to the public, Edwin Land invented instant photogra-
phy.  Working from experiments in polarized light, Land created a 
film that would allow the photographer to see the images in a mat-
ter of seconds.  His Polaroid Corporation marketed the film and 
specialized cameras that were popular into the beginnings of digi-
tal photography.  Even though digital technology was even more 
expensive than the film and devices sold by Polaroid, it was more 
attractive to our speed-of-light fast, twenty-first century.
 Still, the magic of Polaroid images continues to fascinate 
photographers.  There is no substitute for watching a photograph 
mysteriously bloom in the glossy window of Polaroid film, or the 
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click-whiz of the camera as it processes the image.  Additionally, 
Polaroid’s unique square format affords complicated composition-
al problems – especially in framing a portrait.  Although Polaroid 
now markets its own instant-print digital tech, especially via its 
website, its more dated products still have a strong allure.
 Paul Solberg chose this medium to work on the series of 
portraits now on exhibit at Boyd Satellite Gallery on Julia Street.  
During Memorial Weekend in 2010, also “Fleet Week,” Solberg 
captured the likenesses of dozens of sea-faring men and women 
in uniform. Essentially mug shots, the sailors’ heads and shoul-
ders fill most of the frame in various and canonical poses: profiles, 
three-quarter views, and fully frontal. Their expressions vary from 
stunned shock, perhaps from the jolt of the flash, to half-lidded 
glares.  Solberg appears to have been attempting to record the va-
riety of personalities he encountered during this long weekend in 
Manhattan, while conversing with and observing these young peo-
ple who carry some of the heaviest burdens humankind creates. 
 The statement about this exhibit intimates that Solberg 
was uncertain of the resolution of this project. However, uncon-
trollable circumstances eventually dictated the denouement.  Sol-
berg had experimented with the film, looking for “a particular 
characteristic he didn’t know until he saw it,” according to his 
text. By cooking the film in various ways, Solberg found attrac-
tive formal qualities. If his experiments only yielded results that 
he anticipated, the series of portraits might have gained enough 
strength as a body of work simply by critical mass. These images 
of men, uniformed and uniformly exhibited, do express a variety 

of emotions in the subtle variations in their facial features, result-
ing in a narrative about the myriad feelings these intrepid youths 
actually experience in their work.  But, the fact that the exposed 
film reacted conversely to expectations – the images began to dis-
appear, some immediately, and some totally – imbues the work 
with its real content. In Fleet Week, soldiers dock and break before 
being deployed again, disappearing (in some cases, forever) after 
momentarily placing themselves on comparably stable ground. 
 When the images began to disappear, Solberg rapidly 
scanned them but still lost some of the portraits.  The show, which 
contains only images of men, evinces the varying degrees of loss.  A 
ghost-like sfumato barely represents the presence of light in some; 
in others, sharp contours disappear and return again, paralleling 
the back and forth journeys of the sailors to and from land and sea. 
The effect recalls spiritualist images and ghost photography, but 
these portraits are in no way a hoax.  By accident, Solberg touched 
on hard realism. As other photographic studies have shown, youth 
is quickly lost in military service, as is life itself. Even the fact that 
the images are scanned contributes to the balance of concrete and 
immaterial inherent in the work; the scan is an image of light as 
well as digital pulse made relatively permanent in archival ink on 
paper. But, as is true of two-dimensional representation, these are 
only illusions, not the people themselves.  These are indexes of 
their existence, and ephemeral indexes at that.
 Floral still lives pair with the portraits in the exhibit. They 
are earlier works by Solberg, exhibited in New York and the sub-
ject of a published book titled Bloom. This opposition might refer-

Paul Solberg: Service 8, 2010. Photograph on vintage film. Boyd Satellite Gallery.
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ence Mapplethorpe’s juxtaposition of the human figure and flower 
arrangements in the X, Y, and Z portfolios.  But, more directly, here 
the compositions of cut flowers asymmetrically arranged on the 
wall suggest funerary arrays and vanitas paintings.  Plucked petals 
and blossoms appear to have been photographed on light boxes, 
which emphasizes the translucency and delicacy of the original 
form.  This formally links them with the diaphanous quality of the 
portraits, but also corresponds with them in content. Frozen in this 
moment of change between rooted life and inevitable death, both 
portraits and still lives communicate about transience.
 Dadaist and Surrealist drawings by Vito Giallo in the rear 
gallery continue the floral and figurative motifs in Solberg’s photo-
graphs.  Howling faces and sharply incised lines combine with pet-
al-like ripples or poppy pods in these multi-media compositions, 
mostly in pen and ink.  Giallo formally quotes from Picabia and 
Picasso, suggesting also their content about the human, machine-
like sexuality and brutal emotional drives.  The abstract carnality 
of these works represents the unspeakable realities of service in 

this context, and the Dadaist appropriations link them with war 
even more closely. These drawings utilize the language of spon-
taneous abstraction just as Dadaist compositions responded to the 
atrocities of World War I.
 Solberg and Giallo share more than their formal connec-
tions. As “The Hilton Brothers,” Solberg collaborated with pho-
tographer Christopher Makos, who apprenticed with Man Ray as 
well as Warhol, according to the press release for Solberg’s show.  
More gallery literature states that it was Giallo who gave Warhol 
his first solo exhibition at The Loft Gallery, a space located on top 
of his New York studio.  While these connections in themselves 
strongly link the work up at the gallery this month, the smart de-
sign of the exhibits only bolsters their associations.  Additionally, 
the work fits the content of carnival season; all the frivolity and 
escapism is the result of the gravity with which humans must con-
tend.  Not only is the design of the exhibits formally and concep-
tually keen, but the timing is as well.  The economy of the work 
belies the richness of its content.                                               q

Vito Giallo: Installation. Boyd Satellite Gallery.
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Regina Scully: Terra Incognita, 2013. Acrylic on canvas, 76 x 72 in. Octavia Art Gallery.

IN CORPORATIONS’ DESPERATE quest to keep everyone con-
nected, the reality is we are becoming more and more disconnect-
ed, no longer able, for example, to distinguish with any certainty, 
our dear mother’s breath from that of a beloved dog’s, or to savor 
the beet-like smell of ozone released at the onset of rain.  For that 
matter, we may not even be able to describe the feel of earth be-
neath our feet, much less find our way when the GPS strays be-
yond corporate signal.

 Why, because, in today’s civilized world, being more 
connected means being more distanced from the actual source of 
our reality.  Hence, an even more pressing need for art, the univer-
sal connector.  
 But, for some art patrons, there is a price to be paid, 
though not in dollars and cents.  Rather, as is apparent in two sepa-
rate shows, the view is not easily discerned, as it once was, long, 
long ago, pre-wireless.  Neither Regina Scully nor Juan Logan ful-
ly describe nor divulge in “Terra Incognita” at Octavia Art Gallery 
and “I’ll Save You Tomorrow,” at the Ogden Museum of Southern 
Art, respectively.  Thus, their audience is left with the daunting 
task of completion, of having to take a moment to be in the mo-
ment in order to access and connect with the elaborate territory 
being charted.  
 Let us begin the journey with Regina Scully.  If Kandin-
sky, Rosenquist, and Lichtenstein morphed into one, the resultant 
painter might be this local artist whose acrylic paintings of shat-
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tered scapes appear abstract and impenetrable, a fantasia of abbre-
viated strokes of color.  Originally from Virginia, Scully’s artist’s 
statement asserts “in an effort to discover unexpected forms and 
varied transformations in the landscape…I attempt to excavate 
objects and spaces from our known reality as well as from the per-
sonal psyche and our collective unconscious…,”
 Perhaps Scully’s sentiments reflect a desire to connect 
with the less visible terrain of human underpinning, as in “Passage 
10.”  Covered in a field of spinning navy blue strokes, as though 
thrown from a 78 RPM, “Passage 10” has quiet moments of red 
and yellow nestled hither and yon, but the blue never settles down, 
a restless passage indeed.
 In the predominantly orange “Passage 21,” scantily clad 
brush strokes pose as figures, trees, and pathways to evoke nota-
tions in a traditional landscape, much the way of a calligraphic 
scroll or screen painting.  Similarly, “Celestial’s” staccato garden 
of green and red strokes amid mountains of white challenges the 
viewer’s sense of place.

 While Scully’s “Terra Incognita” exhibit is rhythmic and 
lyrical, Juan Logan’s multi media “I’ll Save You Tomorrow” is 
grounded in history, particularly the Civil Rights movement.  The 
Ogden Museum’s press release states that Logan is “making vis-
ible the hierarchical structures and social stereotypes that shape 
individuals, institutions, and the material and mental landscapes of 
contemporary life.”
 That is saying a lot, indeed.  But it says little about the 
very tactile and aggressive approach of Logan, a Tennessean now 
living in North Carolina.  Occupying Ogden’s fifth floor with semi 
abstract paintings, installations, and sculptures, and spanning over 
a decade of work, one might wonder how all the pieces fit togeth-
er.  Enter Aunt Jemima, that comforting likeness that continues to 
grace syrup bottles and other Quaker Oats products. 
 We find this recurring motif throughout “I’ll Save You 
Tomorrow,” as a silhouetted face, sometimes Black, sometimes 
White.  But why Aunt Jemima, such an innocuous symbol of 
wholesome goodness?  Naturally, the story behind the real Aunt 

Regina Scully: Passage 10, 2013. Acrylic on paper, 22 x 30 in. Octavia Art Gallery.



Jemima is not an innocent one, rather it is a tale of a mocked char-
acter from late 19th c. minstrel shows, America’s premier theater 
whose white actors dressed in black face and extolled the short-
comings of her former slaves. 
 Now, we know that Lincoln freed slaves in 1863, but the 
South held onto its Black Codes as long as possible.  For the Unit-
ed States as a whole, African American life continued to be dan-
gerously oppressive and volatile, with the mid 20th century Civil 
Rights Movement essentially continuing as we speak, and being 
redefined by Logan through images that could be deemed Black 
and White Codes. 
 “The Draft” is an installation of six, wall-mounted bas-
ketball hoops that act as halos above tarpaper silhouettes adorned 
with ear tags.  Seated beneath are gold monkeys.  The message is 
quite obvious.  Opposite “The Draft” and also needing no intro-
ductions is a series of cut-out faces painted in acrylic on polyester 
fiber.  Rather than depicting merely the Black Face icon, Logan 
imbues some with painterly landscape and ancestral attributes.
 Certainly, there is a strong sense of heritage and irony in 
Logan’s work.  The freestanding wood sculpture “Elegy for Lost 
Souls” evokes a Mammy Doll, but more aptly, a large voodoo doll, 

quilted-over in patches of tin with a smaller figure imbedded in the 
chest.
 Several paintings celebrate a sense of isolated place or 
displacement, as it were, in America such as “Inkwell Beach,” 
named after an African American beach in Martha’s Vineyard, and 
“Chowan Beach,” an African American beach in North Carolina.  
In both, geographical formations of near-solid color separate from 
one another, oozing from the edges of the canvases.  Adding to the 
sense of these painting as statistical maps, we see the silhouetted 
motif in black, white, and green face.
 In more recent works, Logan reduces the land masses 
into tiny puzzle pieces, as perhaps an allusion to Americans be-
ing multifaceted, a people of many parts.  The diptych “Truth Be 
Told” has tan puzzle pieces spilling over a tan face beside white 
clouds passing above collaged images and text, including the word 
“gun.”  Another large diptych, the exhibit’s namesake,  “I’ll Save 
You Tomorrow” presents an uneven division of a congested static 
of color next to a feint, pink, pearl-covered cross floating in a sea 
of tan faces that outnumber the darker band above of a few black 
faces.  One white silhouette hovers in-between the dark and the 
light.  Thank goodness for tomorrow!   q

Juan Logan: Truth Be Told, 2011.  M/M,, 84” high. Ogden Museum of Southern Art.
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Richard Johnson: Explorations

IN 2011, RICHARD Johnson showed shocking new paintings in 
a solo exhibition at Cole Pratt Gallery. To those familiar with his 
work, spanning nearly fifty years of practice, the nudes that com-
prised that show, titled “Beauty, Power & Circumstance,” bluntly 
departed from the Abstract Illusionist works that make up much of 
his oeuvre.  The “illusionist” paintings, which employed airbrush, 
collage, and expressionistic gesture in mystifying representations 
of three-dimensional space, gained their dynamism from layers 
of non-representational indexes of the artist’s brush. Though wild 
abandon expresses itself in those compositions first, classical order 
and composition soon become apparent. 
 The nudes from three years ago reversed that formal rela-
tionship; their academic structure is their primary form. The nudes, 
though organically curvaceous, are carefully rendered and frozen 
in place.  They are reminiscent of the paintings of Poussin; like 
marble statuary, the nudes are quietly still, bound by good disegno.  
Poussin’s work, in the context of the Baroque emphasis on power 
and structure, is logically related to the context of power and look-
ing that Johnson seemed to reference.
 Despite the formal emphasis, the subject of the nude in-
evitably leads to a conversation about gaze, particularly as John 
Berger analyzes it in Ways of Seeing. To paraphrase, to be nude, 
and especially female and nude, in a painting is to be viewed for 
pleasure.  From the context of twenty-first century hindsight on 
twentieth-century abstraction, the nude object becomes a parallel 
for the object of the painting – both are something to be possessed, 
something to indulge in, without other consideration.  
 Johnson literally created a barrier in the nudes, though.  
The viewer was restricted from full access to the figures, derived 
from both Neoclassical sources and contemporary imagery, by a 
curtain of illusionistic water droplets painted near the front of the 
picture plane.  Therefore, the viewer was obstructed from view-
ing. Johnson subverted the viewer’s power. But, by juxtaposing 
the nude with the close yet atmospheric haze pushed against the 
surface of the work, Johnson’s paintings also suggested the bar-
riers of matter and the layers of time and space that both create 
new contexts for viewing and interpretation, which simultaneously 
block us from ever experiencing art historical sources as they were 
originally intended. 

RICHARD JOHNSON
Altars and Monuments

Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ

 At a primary level, that work is about looking and object-
hood.  The painting itself is regarded as the object of pleasure; 
the nude serves to point the viewer to that end. Illusionistic layers 
build up as does time.  Though our inability to time-travel pre-
vents us from joining Ingres, or even Zeuxis and Parrhasius, as 
they joined their audiences gazing upon their paintings, there is 
still a strong sense of pleasure to be gained from looking now.  
Since looking now is strung from the era of heroic abstraction, in 
the nudes, Johnson strung his viewer with the abstract, illusionistic 
barrier of water droplets from the past to the present.  He made a 
bridge with it across time, and emphasized the pleasure of looking 
at the object over the subject.
 Johnson seems to have been repeatedly turning a meta-
phoric mirror towards art history in recent years; the nudes are an 
example.  Most recently, he turned that mirror on the history of 
his own artistic production. Johnson’s current series, on exhibit 
at the same gallery, are more familiar in their visual language.  
Formal motifs of trompe-l’oeil imagery, proportionate harmony, 
symmetry, balance, and color return in these Abstract Illusionistic 
canvases. However, something has changed.  As a result of this 
reflection, Johnson has captured the myriad gestures, subjects, and 
forms that have appeared in his paintings for decades, whether 
subtly or strongly. He focuses our gaze on the pleasure of looking 
at form that has dominated his practice. Part of this pleasure comes 
from tricking our eyes into believing in illusions.
 This series, titled “Altars and Monuments,” is arranged 
in a refined and geometric design that reflects both the title of the 
eponymous show and the overall composition of each individual 
work.  But, the titles also point to content.  Each acrylic paint-
ing functions like a memorial to Johnson’s formal explorations 
over the years.  But, no one work focuses on single aspects of his 
language.  Each is evenly composed with a variety of the forms, 
amalgamating years of study and practice into neat yet explosive 
canvases.  Each addresses the various ways that formal analysis, 
the most abstract way of looking, is an exercise in visual pleasure.
In general, the paintings are formally balanced, and still recall 
Neoclassicism in their grid-like compositional devices.  Strong 
vertical and horizontal lines – the most stable formal elements – 
dominate each composition.  Bilateral symmetry – the just-imper-
fect division of two-dimensional space – softens the rigidity of the 
compositions, much like the subtle imperfections of the realistic 
human form are relatable, creating a sense of familiarity.  Though 
overtly structured, the quirky imperfections delight the viewer like 
a picturesque landscape.
 Saturated color relationships also evoke visual pleas-
ure. Overall, bold primary colors - hot and cool reds, shimmering 
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Richard Johnson: Altars and Monuments I, 2014. Acrylic/collage/canvas, 24 x 24 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.

yellows, and deep, intense blues – dominate the series.  Johnson 
plays with this overarching structure by crossing swirling red with 
a transept of aqua in Altars and Monuments I.  The central fig-
ure in this composition rises like the plan of a basilica against a 
waning sunset, still glowing orange in the deep background. In 
Altars and Monuments IV, the reverse occurs. A flowing teal figure 
bursts from the bottom of the composition, to obscure the sym-
metry of two circular and cylindrical forms coolly glowing red 
behind it.  Hot violets and greens pulse like tense drum skins in the 
background, sometimes exploding into splats – a shape that has re-
curred throughout Johnson’s work. Color pushes and pulls against 
the boundaries of the picture plane, often defying the traditional 

theories to which they are traditionally bound. The pleasure is in 
watching how these various harmonies play together, somehow, in 
tune.
 Moderated, neutral-hued brush strokes filter in and out 
of the framework established by the main figures, and often carry 
the weight of the balance. They temper the intensity of the primary 
triad paired with its secondary counterparts. Like wisps of paper 
in the wind, these tan and cream textures seem like relics of the 
ways Johnson has represented the force of paint in the past.  Torn 
from their original context as violent yet controlled passages about 
paint, they now float throughout several paintings. Even the fig-
ures that vie for attention in each composition are really just rem-
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Richard Johnson: Altars and Monuments IV, 2014. Acrylic/collage/canvas, 24 x 20 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.

into the overall illusion again, as Johnson moves our eyes back and 
forth into and out of the deceptive flatness of the work.
 Johnson’s combinations of essentially a basic vocabulary 
of forms are each infinite and singular.  In his deft arrangements, a 
simple academic study of cloth, or value, is enlivened, perhaps by 
his affection for them.  They are each a Galatea to his Pygmalion, 
breathing as though for the first time, although he has met each 
one so often before. Each work is an altar – a place of sacrifice, but 
celebration – and a monument – a memorial to his practice.  But, 
none are ends.  They are markers of beginnings – starting points 
for new explorations, after a moment of self-reflection.               q

nants, appearing as a fragment of draped cloth over a human form.  
Then, the reflective side of a glass bottle appears. Then, a passage 
that once was the surface of a gently wind-blown lake becomes 
the texture of crumpled foil, or paper. Pieces of these passages and 
textures break off and float with the ashes of brushstrokes in the 
luminous, now surreal illusionistic space.
 Upon close inspection, the paintings are literally com-
posed of fragments. In the spirit of Synthetic Cubism, Johnson 
doubled up on fooling the eye in these works, by collaging pre-
cisely cut layers of paper and paint.  Layers of illusionistic space 
are, in reality, stacked in shallow relief.  That reality disappears 
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Strickland’s New Paintings

STEPHEN STRICKLAND
Scale

Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KATE BRUCE

moments we all find ourselves in at some point during the busy day.
 Strickland’s painting Pause features an eclectic mix of 
color in this abstracted view of an outdoor plaza filled with figures 
in motion. Men and women quickly walk by what appears to be 
an outdoor café painted along the right edge of the composition. 
A man sits at a table, enjoying a beverage, watching the passerby. 
Could this seated figure be Strickland, who is known to complete 
preliminary sketches and photographs as a starting point for his 
finished works? The artist’s long, fast brush strokes create geomet-
ric shapes--the space in which the figures move about, the table 
where the seated figure rests. The men and women painted appear 
elongated, their nondescript faces focused on their specific task 
at hand. The fluidity of his brushstrokes reinforces the movement 
depicted within the composition. Strickland’s paintings are highly 
observant. For him, “painting is a humbling experience.” This is 
true, for this manmade pedestrian walkway could be anywhere, at 

MOBILE, ALABAMA ARTIST Stephen Strickland’s aerial views 
examine the human condition in his exhibition at the Cole Pratt Gal-
lery on Magazine Street called “Scale.” The artist’s paintings feature 
humans in chance encounters---figures walking by a café, scores 
of men and women in an open and crowded walkway, all painted 
from overhead. Strickland, who currently teaches art at Faulkner 
State University, is “curious about the people represented in [his] 
artwork,” though he tries “not to think about this too much, some-
times never, while working on the picture.” His abstract renderings 
and quick application of paint reinforce his interest in those fleeting 

Stephen Strickland: Pause, 2013. Oil on canvas, 48 x 48 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.
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Stephen Strickland: Abound, 2013. Oil on canvas, 36 x 36 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.
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any time of day. This depiction of time frozen is just one of many. 
 While Pause restricts the number of figures incorporated 
into the scene, his painting Abound, aptly titled, does just the op-
posite. Here, Strickland moves even further away in the perspec-
tive plane, incorporating more movement and social interaction 
within the large composition. Figures come and go, painted hori-
zontally and vertically in the picture plane. Fast, quick paces are 
painted in heavy brushstrokes, the oil paint thick and layered in 
certain areas of the canvas. While movement is the theme here, 
one can’t help but notice these figures are also caught in a moment. 
 Strickland’s color combination is striking in his scenes, 
especially in his painting Think. Most of his canvases include a 
grisaille background, which sets the figures apart from the nonde-
script backdrop even more. Here, bright segments of orange paint 
pop from the canvas. Heavy shadows cast from the figures onto the 

walkway also feature this vibrant color. In the left foreground, a 
man stands with his arms folded, while two figures above and below 
him walk past. This composition especially creates visual interest, 
for the viewer can’t help but wonder what the figure is thinking. 
 The artist’s use of bright colors against a muted back-
ground appears again in the work Calling. In addition to the lay-
ers of bright oils, a layer of painted stripes appear on the female 
figure in the foreground. This composition is visually appealing 
and entices the viewer with the bustling activity in the scene. The 
blurred lines of the background almost intersect one of the fig-
ures there. The painted bodies become a part of the scene they 
interact with. As Strickland notes, “when the painting is finished, 
I usually discover something new about others and myself.” 
          q

Stephen Strickland: Calling, 2013. Oil on canvas, 30 x 40 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.



Bunny Matthews’s Alphabet Soup

BUNNY MATTHEWS
The People of New Orleans from A to Z

Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN

Bunny Matthews: Zulu, 2014. Pen, ink, and colored pencil on paper, 10 x 8. Arthur Roger Gallery.

“CARTOONISTS TAKE THE salient features of the seemingly 
mundane which normally escape our attention, and blow them up 
to larger than life proportions, forcing us to acknowledge their 
emotive qualities.”
 Such are the words of wisdom from a contemporary de-
scendant of an illustrious German cartoonist whose association is 
mentioned in light of Arthur Roger Gallery’s website introduction 
for local cartoonist Bunny Matthews.  The gallery’s reference to 
August Sander, apparently Germany’s most important portrait 
photographer of the early 20th century, supports Matthews’ “The 
People of New Orleans From A to Z” though Sander’s portraits set 

out to record a series of photographs for his “People of the 20th 
Century,” (or “Man of the 20th Century,” depending on the web-
site) part of his 1929 book “Face of Our Time,” a log of the vari-
ously employed or unemployed people of Germany, whose initial 
publication was thwarted by the Nazis.  
 It seems the people Sander chose to document in his na-
tive Westerwald, over the course of several years, just didn’t meet 
the Nazis’ ideal of what a German should look like.  Now, back 
to the beginning thought of this review as it pertains to cartoons, 
since, around New Orleans, the name Bunny Matthews is synon-
ymous with the artist’s infamous eighties duo of Vic and Nat’ly 
Broussard, that endearingly unpolished couple from the Ninth 
Ward whose pointed commentary continues to this day.  
 Hence, representing the letters ‘V’ is loudmouth Vic, 
cigarette hanging from his mouth while clutching a drink, while 
the letter ‘N’ features dawlin’ Nat’ly wid her stylish, up-turned 
specs and Saturn earrings.  Even in the pristine setting of a gal-
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Bunny Matthews: Priest, 2014. Pen, ink, and colored pencil on paper, 10 x 8. Arthur Roger Gallery.

tury to view Robert Crumb’s reality of life, we know we’re getting 
the real deal, unpolished, unedited, not quite ready for prime time 
viewing.  
 Cartoons entertain the imagination and unite to reveal the 
essentials and bridge the gap between text and thought, thus plac-
ing the genre in the realm of art, where all of life comes together, 
or, in the case of Bunny Matthews, where all of local life collides. 
 What would New Orleans be without such service-based 
trades as “Whore,” “Ecdysiast,” and “Priest,” all flaunting their 
wares to benefit our souls? Fittingly, the priest in purple robe looks 
anything but holy, while the whore and ecdysiast come right out 
with what they are selling.  “Fisherman” and “Tomato Vendor” 
display their goods with wicked grins as the uncomfortable “Yan-
kee” drips sweat.
 Bunny Matthews’ “The People of New Orleans From A 
to Z” presents a jocular and timeless view of the ordinary people 
who keep New Orleans real, and serves up an alphabet soup that 
will delight all palates.                                                                  q

lery, there’s no keeping those two sedate.  In fact, though measur-
ing only 10”x 8,” the twenty-six delicately colored pen, ink, and 
colored pencil drawings depict the larger than life characters who 
do indeed give New Orleans its uncouth charm. Matthews’ artist’s 
statement avows that “The People Of New Orleans is my tribute to 
the human beings who make New Orleans the utterly unique place 
that it is.” 
 And so, ageless and eloquent, Vic and Nat’ly may be 
New Orleans’ most recognizable locals, and certainly two of the 
most outspoken, still gracing Leidenheimer bakery vehicles, as 
well as the walls of the Audubon Zoo and Aquarium of the Ameri-
cas.   And they’re not even real people.  They’re cartoons. But in 
the land of make-believe, anything is possible, and besides, what 
defines real?  Is a photograph or a video more genuine than a car-
toon?  Or is a cartoon the more true to life, peeling away the visible 
veneer and presenting life as it really is?  
 When we think of 19th century satirists Daumier or Goya 
whose cartoons said it like it was, or venture into the 21st cen-
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Whiteman: Vicarious Regions
BY  TERRINGTON  CALAS

”DREAMS FORM THE bristles of the artist’s brush. . . I probe be-
yond the confines of the finite to create an infinity. . .Living dreams.”  
Arshile Gorky’s words, in 1942, at the start of his late, most elo-
quent, phase. The quote occurred to me during my initial visit to 
Edward Whiteman’s new exhibition of abstract pictographs  (re-
cently at Arthur Roger); it returned during my second. In paintings 
like The Nile and Indigenous 10 – indeed, in most of this new suite 
– that leap into dreams is what I feel.  In this instance, that means a 
certain air of suspended reverie and, at the same time, an envie for 
worlds apart.  It is an aura quite unlike anything  in Gorky’s art.  And 
yet, formally, technically, there are distinct analogies.  Whiteman is, 
beyond question, among the South’s two or three most significant  
painters in any mode.  And the notion of his link, however remote, 
to the progenitor of American abstraction is an irresistible one.  

TO BE SURE, Gorky is a worthy forebear. Perhaps his decades-
old statement  asserts an all-too-encompassing conclusion, but 
it was plainly a fitting one for a painter of his sensibilities – a 
painter devoted the high modernist ethos, but bent on an art of 
purely subjective materials.  Gorky’s ultimate resolution, now 
mythic, was indeed a “dream” aesthetic.  He fashioned a sur-
realist-abstract conflation that yielded a trove of fantastical 
images and symbols – a conjured iconography of the uncon-
scious.  And even now, from the eye-line of 2014, those imag-
es – biomorphic, sinister, at times erotic – continue to beguile.  
 This is partly because of their agelessness.  More sig-
nificant, they seem so absolutely fundamental.  So fundamen-
tal to any era.   They resonate for us with a sense of the primal.  
These are configurations one might envision on ancient walls, 
on resurrected scripts, on middle eastern textiles.  In this connec-
tion, Gorky acknowledged pictorial sources in the village art of 
his Armenian heritage: “I owe my debt to our Armenian art.  Its 

hybrids, its many opposites.   The inventions of our folk imag-
ination.” Related to this, arguably, is a defining hallmark of his 
imagery – the condensation of form.  As in most folk and primi-
tive idioms, he produced lean, epigrammatic motifs, not ex-
plicit representations.  Beyond this, those motifs seem strangely 
animated; they reference life-world experience, encapsulate it, 
keenly underscore it.  When you look at them, you perceive a 
human gesture or incident, or a phenomenon of nature.  You feel 
a signaling of life’s crises.  Somehow, in their simplicity, those 
motifs manage to radiate something poignant and transfixing.  

FOR WHITEMAN, THE notion of fundamental form verges on 
understatement.  It is perhaps the very fulcrum of his art.  At times, 
his enormous pictographs feel like primal hymns, casting an air of 
ungraspable history.  Every facet of his work, including its physi-
cality, suggests this.  You sense it, most notably, in his approach 
to individual symbols.  Like Gorky, he abridges them to simple 
essences – but more so.   And they become classic and allusive 
signs.  In earlier work, this implied a unique cultural fabrication, as 
if he, by artistic will, had established his own “village” heritage.  A 
dream heritage.  A culture with an imagined folk art he would mine 
and interpret for his own purposes.  With such a strategy, White-
man seemed less attuned  to Gorky’s surrealist impulse and more 
to a kind of neo-symbolism.  It was a flight of aesthetic fancy.  And 
he submitted that fancy as a conduit to large human considerations.
 That is still true in Whiteman’s new work.  But now 
the cultural links are specific – Egypt, India, Native America  – 
and from those traditions, he manages to formulate images that 
transcend  obvious or glib aesthetic associations. These im-
ages exist in a  hieratic  stillness that suggests something more.
 His extraordinary The Nile is an example.   If this work is 
about cultural history in any way, it is about an interior, oneiric one.  
And that, it would seem, betokens another significance. On first en-
counter, you’re struck by its beauty – a sumptuous expanse of um-
bered color and ruggedly elegant glyphs.   It then reads as a potent 
metaphorical emblem.  The sense of Egypt is incontestably present 
– and suitably generalized.  But Whiteman has manipulated the 
formal and thematic elements in a way that overreaches any single 
culture.  The painting consists of rows of glyphs, alternately “figur-
al” and geometric.  Initially, this suggests a measure of detachment, 
of intellectualizing.  But the enunciation of form – wielded with 

EDWARD WHITEMAN
“The Swinging Pendulum”

Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA
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Edward Whiteman: The Nile, 2013.  M/M on reconstructed paper, 82” high.
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a markedly sensitive calligraphic style ─ humanizes the whole. 
Whiteman’s shifting line-quality mitigates every shape, enlivens 
firm abstractness into a palpable energy.  There are intimations both 
of struggle and celebration.  The sense is a kind of timeless human-
ity. Figure-like undulations dance like a Matisse, but the diffident 
line scarcely describes them.  It more or less insinuates them.  The 
image seems less a dance than a universal sign of unremitting life.
 There is, furthermore, the question of surface, a crucial 
component of Whiteman’s enterprise.  His employ of “reconstruct-
ed” paper, which involves layers of collage and every manner of 
manipulation, shrewdly sports with the late-modernist notion of 
objecthood, the tangible autonomy of the artwork.    (This alone is 
a compelling feature of everything he does.) In The Nile,  it also 
results in a seductive,  artfully punished surface  – coarse, scum-
bled, and irregular – evocative of an ancient, implausibly-scaled 
palimpsest.   This setting decisively impacts the humanized sym-

bols. Mostly, they appear blunted or semi-effaced, embedded in a 
field of earthen pigment but also emerging from it – and retaining 
a patent grace. What Whiteman has created here is a Baudelairean 
Eden, but one that is toughened and occasionally dire.  It is the 
site of a sturdy humanity, subject to peril, yet ultimately unassail-
able. The inference, perhaps, is a deep longing for the balanced 
reality that civilization could be. This fantasy terrain stands for it .
 In other works – say, Egypt or Indigenous 10 – the ter-
rain modulates, yet retains its singular, abstracted humanness.  The 
chief distinction relates to pictorial syntax, Whiteman’s technical 
strong suit.  And he takes risk after risk in this regard.  He toys con-
stantly with happenstance, tempts chaos.   This is an approach to 
composition that salutes the contingencies and vagaries of the real 
world.  Egypt, for instance, is almost anti-rhetorical. The painting 
is a sweep of terse ideograms – allusion-rich, but all the while 
flouting the very idea of design hierarchy.  Its design meanders.  

Edward Whiteman: Egypt, 2014.  M/M on reconstructed paper, 104” high.
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Still, the total image coheres.  One reason, at least superficially, is 
the implicit re-utterance of motifs; there is a rhythmic constancy 
around the border of the format.  Another reason has to do White-
man’s chancy play on spatial illusion – a shallow-depth illusion 
reminiscent of cubism.  His black-lined forms disport over a field 
that constantly recedes and advances, but only just.  You perceive 
a vague pulsing.  And the work’s rhythm intensifies.  The result is 
a paean to classic all-over abstraction; abstraction that, despite its 
poise, feels unreined, perfectly matter-of-fact, perfectly natural – 
and keenly apposite for this reflection on a dynamic ancient culture.
 Indigenous 10 goes farther. It fairly repudiates con-
ventional poise.  It establishes its own. This is done with the 
expressive force of specific shapes. Again, there is no spatial 
hierarchy.  Nor is there an appreciable rhythm or flow.  Each 
element seems arbitrarily placed, with little regard for conso-
nance.  And yet, the piece feels sound.  In this instance, White-

man does not marshal space; he creates forms that command it.   
There is a certain robustness in the demeanor  of these forms. 
They look isolated, even while comprising a larger motif. More 
important, they are strikingly idiosyncratic, nature-based but 
wildly adjusted, made new. Whiteman has a long-standing fas-
cination with such forms – remnants derived from the mun-
dane flotsam we all tend to overlook.  In Indigenous 10, he in-
vests them with an animated, rough-hewn eloquence.  And a 
manifest robustness.   You sense animal life, plant life, human 
life – all recast as universal emblems.  And each emblem has a 
cogent presence.  The consequence is something of a composi-
tional skirmish.  And no let-up.  Promptly, this ambit of poten-
cy confers a rightness on the design.  Nothing more is needed.  
Pictorial structure, in its standard import, becomes irrelevant.      
 This note on structure and style is not to banalize White-
man’s achievement.  He is not, by any means, locked into the old 

Edward Whiteman: Indigenous 10, 2014.  M/M on reconstructed paper, 76” high.
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pieties of pure aestheticism – good design for good design.  No.  
But his formal gifts provide an irresistible lure.  The temptation is 
to melt before so much adept facture.  In fact, however, it functions 
as a gratifying lead-in to the subjective dimension of his work.
 That includes, above all, a deeply romantic impulse.  
Whiteman’s art plumbs the imagination.  Indeed, he is a connoisseur 
of the imagination and of its peculiar flights.  He seems to savor such 
flights.   Any artist of his sensibility might well embark on small 
journeys of discovery, but he is like a conjurer of unearthed domains.
The primary condition of his art is the poetically constructed 
voyage.  Each painting registers as a self-contained voyage, 
the pictorial embodiment of Baudelaire’s “fever which grips 
us in moments of chill distress, that nostalgia for some land we 
have never seen . . . a land that resemble you, where everything 
is sumptuous . . . authentic . . . where life if sweet to breathe.”  

 Whiteman’s pictographs are staggering reveries, 
imagined Edens.  It is not impossible to see them as meta-
phorical elusions of contemporaneity  – as pursuits of a so-
lacing world, pursuits of a plateau where today’s anxiet-
ies are calmed.  If this were so, his work would be an apt 
antidote to most current vestiges of politically charged art.
The   feel   of    these   works, however, is  more inti-
mate  –  this, despite their august physicality.  Whiteman’s 
construction of vicarious regions is a visual lyric, not un-
like every dreamer’s Cythera; and its implied aim is to 
rapt viewers in contemplation. Dreams are inevitable. q

Edward Whiteman: India, 2013.  M/M on reconstructed paper, 76” high.



Gallery Walk

ANDREW BUCCI
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

JOHN CLEMMER
Le Mieux Gallery
New Orleans, LA

JAMES DRAKE
HOLTON ROWER

Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN

John Clemmer: Floral Oval, 2013. Oil on canvas, 48 x 48 in. LeMieux Galleries.
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ART IS OFTEN referred to as a universal language but it is also a 
language of the eternal and a profession of the ageless. Regard the 
mini retrospective of paintings by Andrew Bucci this past Janu-
ary in “A Collection of Works” at Cole Pratt Gallery. Bucci, who 
is ninety-two and still painting strong, was encouraged early on 
by his teacher, noted Mississippi artist Marie Hull to attend the 

Art Institute of Chicago, where he received both a B.F.A. and an 
M.F.A,. albeit after studying Meteorology and pursuing a degree in 
Architectural Engineering.  The watercolors and oils on paper bear 
witness to these endeavors, dating from the Fifties to the Present. 
In all of the works on view, fluid line and bright, airy color are the 
norm. Strongly recalling Matisse is an early work, Untitled Face, 
a watercolor with sparing use of loose lines of blue, green, and 
orange to denote a woman’s face and shoulders. Throwing contour 
to the wind is the 2011 Daphne, deftly orchestrated in charcoal and 
warm, isolated shifts of watercolor.
 Further Downtown at Le Mieux Galleries are the paint-
ings and drawings of yet another nonagenarian, John Clemmer, 
professor emeritus at Tulane School of Architecture and Chair of 
Newcomb Art Department during the late Seventies, mid Eighties. 
Clemmer, a ninety-four year old Louisiana native, presents a con-
trolled body of work in “Nine Years Later” with examples span-
ning roughly nine years. The muted palette of Floral Oval, an oil 
on canvas from 2007, challenges an organic floral arrangement to 
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Andrew Bucci: Daphne, 2011. Watercolor and charcoal on paper, 12 x 9 in. Cole Pratt Gallery.
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a dual with multi-planes that toy with perspective. Included in a 
separate room is the refreshing series of abbreviated yet opulent 
watercolors from 2013.  Untitled (Windows) gives us a passing, yet 
patriotic, view through a pair of windows, hence the brief appear-
ance of the American flag.
 Over at Arthur Roger Gallery, the red pastel figure draw-
ings and glass sculptures of New Mexico-based James Drake’s 
“Can We Know the Sound of Forgiveness” and the multidimen-
sional poured paintings of Holton Rower’s “Viscous Resin Extrud-
ing From the Trunk” evoke styles of the past. The force of Drake’s 

assured, gestural drawings rests in his ability to maintain the im-
mediacy of a sketchpad, on a very large scale, as in Reclining 
Female (58x53) and Big Baby (90x52). New York-based Rower, 
grandson of no other than Alexander Calder,  puts on a kaleido-
scopic show of optic mania with bright, energized color thickly 
poured over a variety of plywood forms, in particular, exaggerated, 
wall-mounted tree cross-sections often measuring over ten feet in 
diameter. Get Me What I Want (10x25) dazzles with precise swirly 
“rings” like a tree growing color, which, for Rower, is eternal.   q

James Drake: Big Baby, 2010. Pastel on paper, 90 x 52 in. Arthur Roger Gallery.



Metamorphosis

ADRIAN DECKBAR
Transformation

Callan Contemporary
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KATE BRUCE

 This intrigue carries the visitor along to other paint-
ings in her show, specifically Transition. The muted shadows of 
fall are painted in their deep yellows and reds, colors one asso-
ciates with the changing, transitional season. In the background 
of the horizontal landscape, abstract, allusive shapes play with 
the viewer’s imagination. What appears to be the base of a large 
tree is situated at the bank of a clear stream. A reflection of the 
sturdy structure is painted with cool, smooth colors. Near there, 
leaves fall from a small tree, a reminder of the changing season 
occurring within the painting. Heavily shadowed branches in the 
foreground have lost all marks of summer. Soon, winter will ar-
rive and the golden tones will turn to frosted blues and whites.
 Deckbar’s paintings are teeming with life…organic, vi-
brant and radiating. Of note is the fact that humans or animals do 
not appear in any of her works in this show. For Deckbar, “the 
elements in this pristine environment are carefully chosen for their 
lack of narrative.” This focus on the natural environment creates 
a visually compelling narrative all its own. In The Depth Reflect-
ed, the aquatic underground is paired with twinkling reflections 
on the surface of the water to create a striking painting. Deck-
bar, through her skilled use of paint application, builds the surface 
of the canvas with a myriad of colorful acrylics. Reflections and 
shadows activate the viewer’s imagination. This imagery fills the 
entire composition, as in a similar painting, Surface Reflection. 
The painting is one of the strongest in the show, for these organic 
forms are painted in such a lively fashion, one wonders if they 
are in fact, tiny critters emerging from the marsh. With Deckbar’s 
introduction of a pointillist painting style in select works in the 
show, it will be interesting to see where she takes the viewer next.

PHOTOREALIST ARTIST ADRIAN Deckbar exhibits ten large-
scale landscape paintings in her current show “Transformation” at 
Callan Contemporary Gallery on Julia Street. Deckbar lives and 
works in both New Orleans and the Arkansas Ozark Mountains. 
In this immersive exhibition, she features the landscape of  South 
Louisiana, specifically the bayous off Lake Maurepas. Deckbar, 
known nationally for her work with figure painting, was joined 
by her husband and photographer Mike Smith on her artistic so-
journ to the Louisiana marsh to explore her latest subject matter. 
 The contemporary and unobtrusive space at Callan Gal-
lery allows the viewer to be absorbed in the show.  As noted by the 
Gallery, the exhibit and title “alludes to the myriad levels of meta-
morphosis comprising these luminous celebrations of air, land, and 
water…” In seeing Deckbar’s landscapes, it is important for the 
viewer to pause before each composition. Vibration, the first paint-
ing on display, is a perfect example. When viewing the painting up 
close, one sees the tiny pointillist marks in acrylic paint on the can-
vas, blended to create a serene composition. Viewing the work at a 
distance though, one begins to see organic shapes formed by these 
marks—a lily pad, soft foliage, all marks of the lush Louisiana 
marsh. Deckbar takes note of this ability to view her works on dif-
ferent levels, writing “from various distances, I want the viewer to 
have completely different experiences, and walk away intrigued.” 

Adrian Deckbar: Vibration, 2013. Acrylic on canvas, 16 x 61 in. Callan Contemporary.
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Adrian Deckbar: Transition, 2013. Acrylic on canvas, 25 x 85 in. Callan Contemporary.
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Shamback

REALIST ARTIST BENJAMIN J. Shamback’s exhibition “Color 
is a Vessel,” showcases over twenty still life paintings at LeMieux 
Galleries. The artist, who received formal training and exhibits 
throughout the United States, looks to the past for his inspiration, 
specifically the “tradition of painting on copper plates that goes 
back to the 1400’s.” Honoring the tradition of devotional and reli-
gious paintings created in Flanders and Italy, Shamback presents 
his own individual subject matter to the viewer. Shamback’s work 
is varied and visually compelling, primarily through his creative 
use of medium. In this show, the artist utilizes copper to create 
the foundation for his paintings. Painted in unique colors over this 
industrial material are soft and “delicate” subjects, such as flowers 
and seashells.
 Though Shamback’s subject matter is consistent through-
out the exhibit, it does not seem repetitive to the viewer, mainly be-
cause of the subject matter presented through a vivid color palette. 
The unfished copper is exposed in many of Shamback’s paintings, 
usually around the edges of the composition, as in the oil on cop-
per work Peonies on Yellow. The coarseness of the metal contrasts 

BENJAMIN SHAMBACK
Color is a Vessel
LeMieux Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KATE BRUCE

Benjamin Shamback: Peonies on Yellow, 2014. Oil on copper, 24 x 18 in. LeMieux Gallery.

with the smooth finish of the oil paint used to depict the delicate 
flowers in this still life. The unique buttercup yellow that appears 
in the background is roughly applied, with painted brushstrokes 
visible to the eye. The tightly grouped format is visually appealing; 
soft pink petals and green leaves drape over the polished vessel in 
which they are displayed, while others fall to the surface of the 
yellow table.
 On one wall, immediately upon entrance to Le Mieux 
Galleries, Shamback initiates the traditional tondo format for three 
of his works. This format was especially popular during the Re-
naissance period. These three still life paintings, Apples and Peach 
Tondo, Camellias with Striped Bag Tondo, and Orange and Pome-
granate Tondo, are all painted in oil with a smooth, illustrious fin-
ish. The freshness of the objects in the still life, fruit, is bolstered 
by the inclusion of a clear store bag, which Shamback paints pro-
ficiently. The crispness of the fruit relates to a theme noticeable 
throughout the exhibit—everything is verdant and alive. Flowers 
appear budding, blooming, and blossoming, fruit recently picked. 
While Shamback does take inspiration from the Dutch, he also 
chooses to avoid the Dutch tradition of the memento mori style still 
life paintings that were extremely popular during the Renaissance 
period. Nothing painted is dying or shown in decay. As the artist 
implies both through his imagery and in the exhibition’s title, his 
works show the “classic dichotomy between the painting’s func-
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tion as an object to be looked at as well as a window to be looked 
through.”
 This theme is successful in other paintings as well, such 
as Delphinium. Here, almost like a shadowbox, Shamback sets the 
oil on copper painting within a larger wooden frame. The recessed 
painting is reminiscent of Vincent Van Gogh’s Irises through his 
uses of varied purple pigment. The flowers are teeming with life. 
Below the vase of flowers are four seashells, similar in coloring 
to the copper tones that emerge from below the paint. This still 

life, like most others, is small and compact, which increases the 
intimate nature of Shamback’s works. Additionally, there is move-
ment of the subject matter within the composition, as in the paint-
ing Ford Lilies on Blue. In this still life, the highly finished copper 
enhances the sheen found on the surface of the work. In the top left 
of the composition, the flower is curled, and the exposed copper 
follows the curve of the petal of the lily. These details, like others 
noticed when viewed closely, are entertaining for the viewer.  q

Benjamin Shamback: Orange and Pomegranate Tondo, 2014. Oil on copper, 10 round. LeMieux Gallery.



The Aesthetic, the Absurd, 
and Always Meaningful

IT CERTAINLY HELPS to be smart to really get into Mel Chin’s 
art. And if you aren’t at the start it may come later on. Oh, you 
could stay with first perceptions but there is so much more: poetic, 
witty, ironic, absurd, sometimes bitter truth, incisive, delightful, 
puzzling too, at least for a while, until one gets it, the point of it 
all. With the playful yet deadly serious insight of an editorial car-
toonist, using whatever media the idea requires, working solo or 
in collaboration with others, Chin’s agile mind continues to create 
a polysemous body of work that engages and expands the mind.

MEL CHIN
More Greatest Hits

Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
New Orleans, LA

_

BY KARL VOLKMAR

Mel Chin: Impotent Victory. Modified high-top sneakers, 7 x 8.5 x 13.5. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

 A thoughtful consideration of Chin’s work questions art 
history/criticism’s taxonomic distinction between the conceptual 
and expressive artist. A deep understanding of expression goes 
beyond gesture and color and composition, those elements con-
ventionally associated with affective states, and understands the 
weakness of categories when applied to specific examples. Chin’s 
work involves more than incisive intellectual insight. The artist is 
moved, inspired, not merely by an awareness of a problem or iron-
ic situation, involving more than logical ratiocination, by a deep 
understanding of the implications for humankind, and individuals, 
of how the world, if not life itself, the quality of life is destabi-
lized and threatened. As deeply embedded in the amygdala, Chin’s 
works are like a self-defense, something more complex than the 
simple mechanical reaction of fight or flight, in relation to which 
any accompanying emotions are epiphenomena, with the result is 
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that the viewer finds her/his capacity to see and act increased.
 The modification of high-top sneakers from the era of 
Nike Air Jordans in Impotent Victory, as amusing as the mock 
scrota hanging from trailer hitch mounts below the rear bumper of 
high lift four by four even if one lives in a city Ford F-150 or better 
yet a Dodge Ram, is a commentary on the pretensions of manu-
facturers and marketers of sports equipment to those who imagine 
that if they just had that new model of shoe that so and so wore in 
the championship game they too would acquire the aura and ability 
of the ideal male athlete. In the testosterone driven phenomenon 
that is modern professional sports, the fury and flurry of March 
Madness and professional championships, the antics of athletes on 
and off the playing floor, of amateur [sic] high school and college 
basketball players dreaming that they too will become wealthy 
icons around whom beautiful women will swoon if only they can 
win the BIG game, with its unquestioning fanaticism without re-
flection, people caught up in an emotional frenzy as if they rutting 
stags, the game is no longer a game but a commodity, a means 
to make money by manipulating dreams and desires, and gain an 
“economic victory over inner city youth and Asian workers.”
 In a related context, Temple of the New Gods, at first 
glance, seems a simple rim shot (I can hear those drum sticks now: 
bah-rum-bum): a huge simulated grape vine with curling tendrils, 
basketballs arranged like a cluster of grapes, and a large grape leaf 
made from pieces of a basketball net suspended in a corner of the 

gallery space. But one should not stop there, with name Temple 
of the New Gods suggesting a much richer signification as is true 
with everything that Chin creates. The challenge is thrown to the 
viewer, to loosen the mind and discover possibilities whether in-
tended by the artist or not.
 Shades of Oldenberg and van Bruggen: A bit of Pop Art, 
the Surreal, and a reference to the Classical! What could be the as-
sociation between the sport of basketball and symbolism of grapes 
and grapevines? Grape vines and grapes are important symbols in 
Classical culture, as living things signifying the life force, produc-
ing the fruit that is made into intoxicating wine the provenance of 
Dionysus and Bacchus, the medium for the mystical experiences 
of Dionysian ecstasy and Bacchic orgies, and subsumed within 
Christian theology as symbol of transcendence and ritual perfor-
mance. The frenzy of athletic competition, the wild crowds as 
overwrought and carried away as any pagan ceremony, the experi-
encing of ‘altered’ states of consciousness, the loss of reason and 
control in a modern culture in which even the appreciation (pun 
intended) of wine has become for many a competitive sport and a 
display of esoteric knowledge, and the commodification of sports 
supported by offerings presented to the Ticket Master.
 The fetishization of competitive sports by the sporting 
goods industry that reaps millions from the unthinking public that 
parallels the assertion of the right to bear arms by arms manufac-
turers is obliquely addressed in Cross for the Unforgiven made of 

Mel Chin: Temple of the New Gods. Steel, polypropylene rope, basketball nets, basketballs, paint. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
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assisted AK-47 assault rifles. The AK-47 assault rifle was designed 
to overwhelm that which is being attacked or is attacking and kill 
them quickly and en masse. The cross shape, with its dual refer-
ence to the cross as symbol and the crosshairs in which the target 
is sighted moments before her death with the ability because of 
the rapid fire to not have to aim instead spraying the bullets in an 
arc with the certainty that some if not all will be murdered and/or 
maimed, has an ancient lineage, as symbol of the universal, and 
in its Christian variation the tree as symbolic of life and death and 
medium of sacrifice to achieve universal salvation. Ironically, the 
martyrdom of innocent children, the recent mass murders of chil-
dren by children in Columbine and Connecticut on the altar of in-
dividual freedom and the right to bear arms has been considered as 
more important than innocent lives is a cruel parody of the Mas-
sacre of Innocents and the murder of millions by pogroms against 
the nonbelievers and free thinkers, a bitter mockery of the Gentle 
One’s command to “Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to 
come unto me….”, As the chosen weapon for modern crusades, as 
a weapon used against the west, created in 1947 and distributed 
by Soviet allies in the hot cold war between Capitalism and Com-
munism, reappears the dark irony of the hyper-nationalist agenda 
of the NRA supporting the ownership of a weapon whose original 
purpose was to undermine and overthrow the very system which 
the NRA purports to represent. Sympathy between the profit mo-
tives of the gun lobby, the pillaging accompanying the Crusades, 
and the material comforts of the Communist leadership is painful 

to admit.
 Other of Chin’s works relate to the historical, and con-
temporary, relationship with the non-western world. The large 
black spider that is Cabinet of Craving (white oak, antique Eng-
lish boneware (circa 1843), footed silver tray, steel, pigment dye, 
shellac) parodies the economy of desire of the British Empire that 
caught up the entire world in its web of desire: “Little Miss Muffet 
sat on a tuffet eating her curds and whey; along came a spider who 
sat down beside her….” The form mimicks the elaborate cabinets 
de curiosite with Queen Anne cabriolet legs, like those of an ani-
mal, now like those of a spider, who displays his victims behind 
the glass of a space that is more display than storage. The beauti-
ful bone ware teapot, influenced by China, the vessel for tea from 
China, sweetened with sugar from Caribbean cane, planted ad har-
vested by slaves from Africa, sitting on a silver tray made from 
silver from Mexico represents the confluence of geographies of the 
British Empire like the web of a spider, collector’s items, items of 
conspicuous consumption, and emblematic of class, and privilege 
and imperialist domination, the irony reinforced by the face of the 
English bulldog and the Chinese tao-tieh, symbol of gluttony. 
 Chin has undertaken as themes modern phenomena as 
different as the threat of terrorist attacks and the digital revolution 
and combined them with references to art history have provided 
inspired other works. Multiple allusions and illusions associ-
ated with a pipe, explosives, packing material, concrete (remem-
ber Jackie Windsor), and a steel attaché case inform Elementary 

Mel Chin: Cabinet of Craving. White oak, antique English boneware, footed silver tray, steel, pigment dye, shellac, 108 x 168 x 168 in. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
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Object (For Corsica). Magritte’s iconic painting “Ceci n’est pas 
une pipe” with its surrealist and conceptual content is parodied 
in a pipe stuffed with explosives suggesting the more appropriate 
phrase “Ceci n’est pas une pipe. C’est une bombe!” in a world in 
which the ordinary and commonplace may hide a means for death 
and destruction.
 QWERTY Courbet (Mac Version) comments on the rising 
significance of digital technology in a pre-iPod, pre-Facebook era. 
The individual keys from an Apple QWERTY keyboard are used 
like pixels to mimic the shape and contours of Gustave Courbet’s 
L’origine du monde that uses a vulval view of a female model 
as metaphor for the primordial origin. The pornographic realism, 
painted for a male patron, was behind a curtain in the same way 
Chin hides a computer screen behind a red velvet curtain. But the 
artist dares you touch according to your desire! The viewer is invit-
ed to touch the individual keys, as one might be tempted to touch 
the original realistic painting if not with one’s hands with one’s 
mind, your submission to desire recorded and displayed on the 
computer screen behind the red velvet curtain, just as key stroke 
software steals one’s online identity in a parody of Courbet’s origi-
nal idea.
 Chin is known to facilitate a collaborative working envi-
ronment, an unusual form of which is represented in Unauthorized 
Collaboration: The Face of Fidelity, artist named “Mickey” (circa 
1970?) and Chin in which the artist “collaborates” with a virtually 
anonymous artist, using the found object of a portrait painting, a 

ready-made, assisted, to use the language of Duchamp. At first I 
thought this might be a portrait of one of the Johnson family as-
sociated with Fidelity Investments, thus a pun on the word fidelity 
and the academic realism of the portrait and the face, but in fact 
the portrait was of “a corrupt banker and real estate developer in 
Atlantic/Ocean City. I did some surgery on him. Now the work 
is an Unauthorized Collaboration entitled “The Face of Fidelity 
(Chin).” The “fidelity” is actually a reference to the irony of the 
fidelity of the painting and the lack of fidelity of the actual sub-
ject (who was not related to the Johnson family or Fidelity Invest-
ments).
 When the artist’s experience calls for it, Chin creates 
works that represent the spiritual quality of art whose subject is the 
immanent and transcendent beauty that underlies and overarches 
the material world of politics and desire. The delicately ephemeral 
beauty that printmaking allows is expressed in the woodcut/litho-
graph Imperfect Pearls in the Ether of Infinite Labor. The irregu-
larity of imperfection and the individual and the unique celebrated 
in Zen Buddhist art, and normally elided in the social, are here 
allowed to express themselves, beyond intentionality, visualizing a 
universe of infinite centers and immensurable boundaries, and the 
infused energy of ongoing creation. It is no surprise to read that the 
work was inspired by Nirvana’s “Lake of Fire” and Tibetan Thang-
kas, these foci or lack of foci of consciousness beyond all striving 
translated through a condensation of creative energy, a moment in 
the making of art.      q

Mel Chin: QWERTY Courbet (Mac Version). Monitor, 20 x 20 in. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
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THE TASTE OF TEA
Director: Katsuhito Ishii

On Cinema

Still from Ishii’s The Taste of Tea

Ordinary People

TASTE OF TEA is a quirky film that is difficult to categorize, fun 
to watch, and visually gratifying.  It has the same sort of emotional 
uplift as Departures, which  makes it a curiosity for foreign viewers, 
who tend to think of Japanese film as serious to the point of depress-
ing.  Given that Katsuhito Ishii’s film has won awards at fantasy 
festivals all over the globe, serious film buffs may well dismiss it as 
somewhere between Princess Raccoon and My Neighbor Tortoro.
 But Taste of Tea is not a fantasy film.  It’s about a fam-
ily living north of Tokyo, in what is actually an oddity—small 
town Japan, one might say.  A father, a mother, his father, her 
brother, and two children.  Hajime is a teenaged boy, Sachiko 
his much younger sister.  He’s in what would correspond to our 
high school, she’s in what would pass for elementary school.
The opening scenes suggest that this is Hajime’s story.  We see 
him running frantically to board a train, desperate to catch a final 
glimpse of the teenaged girl he has a crush on.  He never makes 
it.  And as he stands there, gasping and panting, we see the only 
real fantasy element of the film: an animated train running through 

a hole in his head.  We get it: the train is carrying his spirit off 
with it.  It’s the first and last true fantasy element in the film.
 Emptying it out, as it were, and as he trudges home, 
walking along a path bordered by cherry trees with their 
delicate blossoms fluttering in the breeze, we have a mar-
velous portrait of depressed, self-absorbed, adolescence.
 Because of course the flowering of the cherry blos-
soms, referred to cryptically in Tokyo as sakura, is the occasion 
for a great celebration.  People rush out to see the delicate flow-
ers, and this event, hanami, has been celebrated for centuries.
 Thanks to Kosuke Matsushima, who did the camera work, 
we’re treated to our private viewing of this absolutely gorgeous 
event.  Images of delicately drifting cherry blossoms are so ubiq-
uitous that they’re almost a cliché, but one of the fascinating things 
about this film is that it makes us see the familiar as new and different, 
forcing an appreciation of details of life that are all too often ignored.
 Practically speaking, cherry blossoms also coincide 
with the change of school terms, which explains why the girl is 
leaving. Hajime will never see her again, and thus his anguish.
 As is the case with everything else in this film, events that 
seem simple on the surface are anything but.  And although our ini-

BY JOHN MOSIER
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tial focus is on Hajime, this film really isn’t about him growing up.  
 At one level it isn’t really about anything.  Part 
of the charm resides in the eccentric characters we meet, 
the bizarre little incidents that pepper the film.  It’s a col-
lection of minor eccentrics, harmless but amusing, and 
again, we usually don’t think of Japanese film as doing this.
 There’s no conflict, no real drama. Hajime meets anoth-
er girl, who looks like the first one.  She’s in the Go club, so he 
works at mastering it, manages to be invited to the club, and fi-
nally—as the film ends, they’re playing together. At her invitation, 
which suggests she’s aware of his feelings, and reciprocates them.
 Go is a strategy game with only two rules that is at 
least as complicated as chess, maybe more so.  Their mutual in-
terest in the game establishes their seriousness.  But the game is 
also a nice metonymy for the thought of the film: life is a game 
with very few rules and an infinite number of possibilities.
 As everyone knows, films about teenagers (almost al-
ways female) are a flourishing subgenre in Japan.  They’re clever, 
and at some level perceptive psychological portraits.  However, 
generally speaking they all center around sex (Shunji Iwai’s Hana 
and Alice) or asocial behavior (Tetsuya Nakashima’s Kamikaze 
Girls).  So it’s pleasant to see that Aoi Suzuishi, the object of 
Hajime’s affections is aloof, reserved, thoroughly convention-
al, somewhat condescend¬ing—but able to show her interest in 
him.  A not atypical attitude that’s probably more realistic than 
the sex crazed behavior of Hana and Alice—which is, by the 
way, a film with considerably more to it than one would think.
 Hajime’s sister’s story does involve us in, if not fanta-
sy, the world of the imagination.  Sachiko’s convinced that she’s 
being watched by a giant version of herself, and, in a series of 
neatly done visual tricks, we see this enormous other peering at 
her in all sorts of places: through the windows of her classroom 

while she’s at school, as well as all sorts of other strange places.
 This part of the story is explained, supplement-
ed, by her uncle Ayano’s tale of how, as a child he was 
haunted by the ghost of a dead man, whose bloody appari-
tion would appear to confront him in ordinary situations.
 Now what’s interesting is the extent to which, in the middle 
of contemporary urban Japan, the natives accept the idea of spirits, 
of the fantastic.  We’re a long way from Kwaidan and The Snake 
Woman’s Curse.  In order to get rid of pesky creatures one must per-
form some sort of exorcism (to use the wrong word).  With Sachiko it 
involves being able to do a complete somersault on the parallel bars.
 The ritual is self-imposed, just as Ayano’s release from 
being haunted is not the result of any conscious act on his part.
 The casual belief in the spirit world has always been 
there in Japanese culture, is omnipresent in Miyazaki, even in 
his most prosaic and down to earth film, My Neighbor Tortoro.
 What makes Taste of Tea so engrossing is that this 
is, like Hajime’s growing pains, simply one strand of the 
narrative.  In fact, for a film in which nothing much is go-
ing on, a film that simply gives us a slice of family life, 
there’s a great deal to keep us perplexed as well as amused.  
 The film is full of inexplicable events, scenes that 
don’t really go anywhere, but are perfect portraits in minia-
ture.  Ayano, who’s a young man, wanders down to a roadside 
shop. It’s early in the morning, and a young woman is open-
ing up.  He knows her husband, and she knows him.  Nothing 
happens in this interchange, but it’s very clear that despite be-
ing married—or perhaps because of it—she’s attracted to him, 
and that he is attracted to her.  The emotions, the feelings, are 
there.  But these are two very shy people who can’t manage to 
break through their shyness and do anything about their feelings.
 Life, Ishii seems to be saying, is full of such moments, and 

Still from Ishii’s The Taste of Tea
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they’re revealed to us by the texture of the scene.  It’s very James-
ian, but one advantage a filmmaker has is that, through his actors, 
he can reveal all these feelings without having to endow his char-
acters with the sort of retrospective self consciousness that is the 
hallmark of the American author, or of someone like E. M. Forster.  
 So the script, which Ishii wrote, is novelistic, but his direc-
tion of it reveals the sort of cinematic thinking that is almost totally 
absent in the contemporary American and European cinema, with its 
clownish flounderings and its dependence on some form of spectacle.
 So if you’re expecting, anticipating, that the ten-
sion between Ayano and the young woman will be resolved, 
you’ll be disappointed.  It’s simply one more fleeting moment 
in a whole series, and we haven’t even gotten to the parents.
 Nobuo Haruno, the father of the boy and girl, for 
instance: he has a curious profession.  He hypnotizes peo-
ple.  Not so they can recover lost memories or whatever, 
but so they can experience moments of blissful happiness.  
 His wife, Yoshiko, spends almost the entire film seat-
ed at one of those stereotypically Japanese low tables, draw-
ing or writing.  We’re never allowed to see what it is she’s do-
ing, although we infer it’s drawing because on occasion we see 
her father, Akira, posing for her.  The poses are dramatic, exag-
gerated, suggest some combination of martial arts or theater.  
 But the object of all this is hidden from us, and Yo-
shiko is the perfect image of another stereotype: the tranquil 
and dignified wife and mother, the sort of woman portrayed in 
Masayuki Suo’s Shall We Dance.  Nothing disturbs her.  She’s 
an oasis of calm in the midst of a family composed of eccen-
trics and self absorbed children—her brother-in-law being one.
 When Ayano meets a rather freakish character who’s 
engaged in some very peculiar exercises, more or less on 

the same order as Yoshiko’s father’s, he invites him home, 
and Nobuo hypnotizes them all.  As though this is simply 
yet another aspect of Japanese life, like hanami or bondage.
 None of these episodes really go anywhere.  Which is not say 
they’re unconnected.  The bloody wraith who keeps pestering Aya-
no by his presence is the departed spirit of a minor gangster who was 
killed by his colleagues.  At one point, as Nobuo and Hajime get off 
the train, they witness another one being kidnapped and carried off.  
 On the train, they’ve encountered two fantasti-
cally outfitted fellows, costumed to look like space aliens.  
They get off the train as well. The two incidents are giv-
en equal weight, shown in such a way as to suggest this is 
simply part of the fabric of urban life.  If you’re Japanese.
 It is sometimes suggested that in Japan, crimi-
nal activities are restricted to a rigidly defined compart-
ment, that their activities are carried out without any of the 
collateral damage we see in other countries, that the sort 
of ordinary crime we see elsewhere simply does not exist.  
 Whether this is true or not, there’s nothing in the film 
to suggest it isn’t.  It’s simply one of those things, like the strik-
ing images of a society where there doesn’t seem to be any lit-
ter.  This last is so pervasive in scenes of contemporary Japa-
nese life that it’s difficult to conclude that it isn’t actually true.  
 Perhaps not in some absolute sense, but the contrast 
with the Western world is dramatic.  We even see it in films that 
focus on what is distinctly a lower class existence, like Hiro-
kazu Koreeda’s Mabarosi (1995).  Although the social milieu is 
quite different, there’s the same integration of contemporary ur-
ban life with behaviors that Westerners associate almost exclu-
sively with their past.  In Koreeda’s film, even though the wid-
owed heroine, Makiko, was deeply in love with her husband, 
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can’t understand his death, she easily enters into an arranged 
marriage set up by the older woman who runs the local store.
 One of the attractions the Japanese cinema of the 1950s and 
early 1960s had for Westerners was its portrayal of customs, of be-
haviors, of a social fabric, that was exotic and alien.  In hat sense the 
films were harbingers of a fascination with, and a growing respect for, 
a society that even educated foreigners knew next to nothing about.
 But half a century on, as we look back at those films, 
what is striking is the extent to which they go out of their 
way to emphasize all the cultural differences—and particu-
larly the exotic and unusual ones.  A case in point: the distort-
ed emphasis on suicide in Oshima’s Violence at Noon (1966), 
which saturates the film to the point of making it a fetish.  
 But if one stops to consider the matter, it seems obvious 
that societies permeated by Judaeo-Christian influences are the 
only ones where suicide is viewed with horror.  One is tempted to 
argue, in fact, that most of the films by the first generation of highly 
regarded directors (Kurosawa, Ozu, et al) are works that conscious-
ly exploit what made their culture seem exotic in Western eyes.  
 Although this remark shouldn’t be pushed very far, what’s 
interesting about films like Maborosi and Taste of Tea is the extent 
to which these alien or exotic elements, while still very much part 
of the story, are incorporated so unobtrusively into the background.
 Makiko’s easy ability to marry a man she’s never met, 
move to the other end of Japan, may strike us as bizarre, unusu-
al, even retrograde.  But it doesn’t strike her as anything worth 
discussing.  In fact, the only apparent reaction she has to this 
life altering shift is when she remarks to her new husband that 
she’s surprised that it gets so hot up here on the northern Pacific 
coast.  So it is in this film.  The Haruno family is just an ordi-
nary family, despite the extraordinary events that surround them.  
 Koreeda’s film is a minor masterpiece, but one can find traces 
of this same point of view in a good many other films of recent years.  

Its simplicity simply makes Makiko’s act stand out in stark relief.
 By contrast, Taste of Tea is considerably more complex 
than, as it’s the story of more than one character.  Just as finally, 
Hajime is able to establish a relationship with the object of his 
attentions, and his sister rids herself of this annoying pest, we 
eventually see what his mother’s been doing all through the film.
 This is an amazing revelation.  She’s been preparing what 
for want of a better term we would call a “flip book,” that is, a series of 
drawings that, when the pages are flipped through at the right speed, 
reveal an action.  It’s the original genesis of animation.  In the cine-
ma each drawing is a cel, and when photographed, each cel become 
a frame.  When the film is run through a projector, we have a movie.
 But the movie that Yoshiko has made—which we 
finally get to see—is totally off the wall.  It condenses the ab-
stract violence of every graphic comic into a series of strik-
ing images: several minutes of “Bam!  Whap!  Pow!” graphics.  
 As is often the case with artists, relating the work to the 
person is difficult.  Yoshiko’s short film is hardly the sort of work 
that you’d associate with her outward appearance, her role in the 
family.  Or for that matter her age, given that she has a teenaged son.
 Ichii is quite aware of this problem.  When we see 
the film, it’s being screened for Yoshiko’s colleagues in 
the industry, so we can see their reaction to her work.  In 
a word, they’re impressed.  This is one talented woman.  
 There’s a follow up.  When her father passes on, he leaves 
as presents for the children, flip books that he’s drawn for them.  
So she came by her talent honestly.  It’s fascinating to see how a 
minor art form, almost a novelty, that prefigures the cinema, is still 
alive and well.  But search on line using the term, and it becomes 
obvious that flip books are still around—and not just in Japan. 
A fascinating insight about contemporary life, and although it’s a 
very minor part of the film, it’s typical of what Taste of Tea is about.
       q

Still from Ishii’s The Taste of Tea



Epistemology, Mont Pelerin, and Proust
BY STEPHEN BACHMANN

that the privilege inhered in the proletariat as it developed in his-
tory.  Left Hegelians continue to struggle with these matters.
 John Stuart Mill had a different epistemology which is 
suggested in the following:

That mankind are not infallible; that their truths, for the most part, 
are only half-truths; that unity of opinion, unless resulting from 
the fullest and freest comparison of opinions, is not desirable, and 
diversity is not an evil, but a good, until mankind are much more 
capable than at present of recognizing all sides of the truth, are 
principles applicable to men’s modes of action not less than to their 
opinions. (On Liberty, 68)

…with respect to his own feelings and circumstances the most or-
dinary man or women has means of knowledge immeasurably sur-
passing those that can be possessed by anyone else. (93)

 For Mill, Truth is not that easy to find. Grasping it is un-
certain, and when it comes to individuals, individuals tend to be 
their best own judges, even though they themselves may be quite 
fallible.  The point, though, is that if Truth is in fact uncertain, 
then the State should be very reticent about mobilizing its coercive 
powers in favor or “Truth.”  A more cautious stance is warranted, 
even to the point of “laissez-faire” - leave things alone.  Let indi-
viduals do the exploring as much as possible, and leave them be, 
as much as possible.
 Mill’s epistemological premises lead to the practical poli-
tics of “liberalism,” which clearly places a premium on the indi-
vidual human being.  An individual lives in a state of ignorance, 
but may attempt to secure life-enhancing knowledge through a 
number of quarters: Aside from his or her own personal experi-
ence, s/he may advert to insights drawn from others, e.g., through 
scholarship, economy, or politics.  Yet society must be careful to 
maintain a delicate but productive relationship between the indi-
vidual and social sources of knowledge: one the one hand, society 
must encourage freedom of thought, market, and speech/assembly, 
so as to produce those knowledges. On the other hand, the mo-
mentum of those knowledges should not be used to overwhelm 
the individual:  Hence liberal society tends to promote protections 
for individuals, including freedom of thought, freedom of speech 
– and sometimes freedom from the pressures of the marketplace. 
 The difference between classical liberalism of the past 
centuries and the neoliberalism of the past decades begins in epis-
temology: where liberalism privileges the individual, neoliberal-
ism privileges the market.  Neoliberalism begins by claiming the 
market affords the best possible source of human knowledge. In 
the words of one of the premier theorists of the neoliberal Mont 

 The economist Robert J. Shiller in 2005 described the rapid rise 
of housing prices as a bubble and warned that prices could fall by 
40 percent.
 Five years later, with home prices well on the way to fulfilling 
Mr. Shiller’s prediction, the economist Eugene F. Fama said he still 
did not believe there had been a bubble. “I don’t even know what a 
bubble means,” said Mr. Fama, the author of the theory that asset 
prices perfectly reflect all available information. “These words have 
become popular. I don’t think they have any meaning.”
 The two men, leading proponents of opposing views about the 
rationality of financial markets -- a dispute with important impli-
cations for investment strategy, financial regulation and economic 
policy -- were joined in unlikely union Monday as winners of the 
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Science. 
– New York Times, October 15, 2013

__

ABOUT A MILLION years ago I sat in a class listening to Nel-
son Goodman lecture on philosophy.  He raised the name of Will 
Durant, and looked as if he had just sucked on a very sour lemon.  
“Will Durant,” he intoned, “says that epistemology is peripheral 
to philosophy.  Well, I am telling you, epistemology IS philoso-
phy.” 
 Epistemology, of course, involves the questions of how 
human beings know.  In a sense, everything starts and ends with 
epistemology because once one knows how one knows, one can 
make allegations concerning truth, justice, happiness, morality, 
and so forth – as well as politics, which has a substantial impact 
on the implementation of truth, justice, happiness, morality, and so 
forth.
 By way of examples for Plato, real reality was something 
hidden, but which could be ascertained by an elite.  Hence, Plato’s 
ideal state would be run by those trained in ascertaining reality.
 Hegel believed that philosophy was the story of Mind 
unfolding to itself, following Aristotle’s conception of Nous; al-
though Hegel argued that one should look to history (rather than 
just thinking) to see how Reason might be unfolding and reveal-
ing Itself.   This held different political implications for different 
people.  For some (the Right Hegelians) it became a question of 
finding the Reason already existing in existing institutions, and ex-
plaining and thus justifying them. For others (the Left Hegelians) 
it became a question of finding the Reason yet to unfold in history, 
and bringing that Reason to birth.  Right Hegelians had no problem 
privileging themselves as an elite who could appreciate that every-
thing was just fine and rational, including existing privileges    The 
problem for the Hegelian Left is that it has tended to privilege its 
own elites when it comes to ascertaining unfolding Reason.   Len-
inists give privilege to the elite which concentrates itself into a 
vanguard party.  Lukacs tried to democratize the notion by saying 
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Pelerin Society, Friedrich Hayek:

The use of the market mechanism brings more of the dispersed 
knowledge of society into plan than by any other [method] (Studies 
in Philosophy, Politics and Economics, 174 [374]) 

Nor is the process of forming majority opinion, or even chiefly, a 
matter of discussion, as the over-intellectualized conception would 
have it … Though discussion is essential, it is not the main process 
by which people learn. Their views and desires are formed by in-
dividuals acting according to their own designs….It is because we 
normally do not know who knows best that we leave the decision to 
a process we do not control. (The Constitution of Liberty, 110 [78])

 In a way, Hayek is providing a variation on the Hegelian 
theory of knowledge, which argues that Reason unfolds through 
history; although Hayek focuses on Reason unfolding in the mar-
ket.  Given Marx’ relation to Hegel, it would follow that Hayek 
also provides a variation of the Marxist theory of knowledge, 
which grounds itself in Reason unfolding itself through Praxis. 
Hayek’s premier practice, however, occurs in the marketplace 
where individuals pursue their self-interest, as opposed to spheres 
of activity that others (like Mao) might cite, e.g., eating a pear, or 
going amongst the people, or using a gun.
 The implications of Hayek’s position are profound. Just 
as Hegel justifies the individual through participation in History, 

and Marx justifies the individual through participation in political 
struggle, Hayek justifies individual existence through participation 
in the market:

…the chief aim of freedom is to provide both the opportunity and 
the inducement to insure the maximum use of knowledge that an 
individual can accrue. (Constitution, 81[60])

It was men’s submission to the impersonal forces of the market that 
in the past has made possible the growth of civilization. (The Road 
to Serfdom, 204[79])
 
Civilization begins when the individual in pursuit of his ends can 
make use of more knowledge than he himself has acquired and when 
he can transcend the boundaries of his ignorance by profiting from 
knowledge that he does not himself possess. (Constitution, 22[80])

 Through market transactions, people build knowledge, 
civilization - and themselves.
 Thus, maintaining the market becomes the ultimate value. 
It trumps notions of ordinary justice and human need.  “The mar-
ket order does not bring about any close correspondence between 
subjective merit or individual needs and reward,” Hayek observes. 
(Studies, 172[63]) For Hayek, the chief thing is the maximum uti-
lization of knowledge, achieved through exploitation of it by self-
interested individuals.

Marcel Proust photographed circa 1900.
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 A strong State is required to maintain the market order, 
so that the progress of knowledge and civilization will not be im-
peded by trivial notions of just desserts or desperate need.   As Karl 
Polanyi observed in The Great Transformation 1957:

[T]he road to the free market was opened and kept open by an enor-
mous increase in continuous, centrally organized and controlled in-
terventionism… Administrators had to be constantly on the watch to 
ensure the free working of the system.  Thus even those who wished 
most ardently to free the state from all unnecessary duties, and 
whose whole philosophy demanded the restriction of state activities, 
could not but entrust the state with new power, organs and instru-
ments required for the establishment of laissez faire. (140[441])

 Michel Foucault reiterated the point in Birth of Biopoli-
tics in 1978: Neoliberalism should not be confused with the slogan 
‘laissez-faire’ but on the contrary, should be regarded as a call to 
vigilance, to activism, to perpetual investigations. [53]
 It is thus that governmental action was justified in the 
USA Crash of 2008; as well as the radical governmental action 
involved in the September 11 (1973) coup in Chile.  Civilization – 
the exploitation of knowledge – is at stake.
  One might observe that one might have to take a long 
leap of faith in order to rest assured that this paramount reliance 
on market processes will work out happily in the long run.  Again, 
allusions to Hegel and Marx prove helpful.  Hegel acknowledged 
that Reason was “cunning” as it manifested itself through history’s 
twists and turns.  Marx had a similar appreciation for the weird 
ways in which human destiny would work itself out in the vagar-
ies of developments in the means of production, and class wars 
over them.  Nevertheless, Hegel and Marx believed that Truth and 
Good would emerge eventually, almost in spite of ordinary human 
beings.  Hayek embraces a similar vision, except that he looks to 
the cunning reason of the market (not general history or class war) 
to produce Good Truth.  Again,

…The case for individual freedom rests chiefly on the recognition 
of the inevitable ignorance of us all. …Nor is the process of form-
ing majority opinion, or even chiefly, a matter of discussion, as the 
over-intellectualized conception would have it … Though discus-
sion is essential, it is not the main process by which people learn. 
Their views and desires are formed by individuals acting according 
to their own designs. ...It is because we normally do not know who 
knows best that we leave the decision to a process we do not control. 
(Constitution, 29,110[78])

 As in Hegel and Marx, conscious intellectuality is less 
important than plain, probably unconscious, doing.  Hayek expects 
little from “experts” (who overintellectualize) and even less from 
ordinary people:

Probably it is true enough that the great majority are rarely capable 
of thinking independently… (Road,164[79])

If we proceed on the assumption that only the exercise of freedom 
that the majority will practice, we would be certain to create a stag-
nant society with all the characteristics of unfreedom. (Constitution, 
32[85])

 It is thus that only marginal democracy was justified dur-
ing the USA Crash of 2008; and less than marginal democracy was 
justified in the September 11 (1973) coup in Chile.  Civilization – 

the exploitation of knowledge and the development of civilization 
– was at stake.  Votes in the market develop more truth than votes 
from lazy citizens.
 Participation in the development of truth serves as the 
fundament in the systems of Hegel, Marx and Hayek.  But Ki-
erkegaard had a reaction to Hegel which applies to all of them.  
[S]peculative philosophy, he wrote, …being objective and abstract 
... is indifferent to the concretion of the existing subject and at the 
most has to do with the pure idea of mankind. (Concluding Un-
scientific Postscript, 502) In his journals he expressed a desire for 
“a truth which is true for me, to find the idea for which I can live 
and die.”
 Is it enough to subsume oneself under the historical pro-
cesses of Hegel, or the class wars of Marx?  What does one do un-
der Hayek?  In his Birth of Biopolitics lectures in 1978-1979, Fou-
cault provided an answer.  In neoliberalism ... Homo Economicus 
is an entrepreneur, an entrepreneur of himself.  (205[58]) Certainly 
under the neoliberal regime of the past 30 years, we have heard 
much concerning the desirability of entrepreneurship. It provides 
thrills and products for the individual, and products and agitation 
(as opposed to stagnation) for society.

__

. . . if your heart has never experienced any sorrow deeper than that 
of the last parliamentary election, or of being considered less witty 
than usual at the last season at Aix, I will go on with my indiscreet 
questions and I shall ask you if during the year you have read any 
of those impertinent works which compel the reader to think? . . . 
this book will make you angry with its author, for it will lead you to 
suspect the existence of a form of happiness which is unknown to 
you, but which was known to Mademoiselle de Lespinasse. 
– Stendhal, On Love (xix)

__

 It is at this juncture we turn to another epistemological 
alternative, viz., that  provided by Marcel Proust.  For Proust, eve-
rything is intimated in his madeleine moment, where he reports:

…I raised to my lips a spoonful of the tea in which I had soaked 
a morsel of the cake.  No sooner had the warm liquid mixed with 
the crumbs touched my palate than a shiver ran through me and 
I stopped, intent upon the extraordinary thing that was happening 
to me.  An exquisite pleasure had invaded my senses, something 
isolated, detached, with no suggestion of its origin.  And at once the 
vicissitudes of life had become indifferent to me, its disasters innoc-
uous, its brevity illusory—this new sensation having had the effect, 
which love has, of filling me with a precious essence; or rather this 
essence was not in me, it was me. . . (In Search of Lost Time, i,60)

 Through the course of his long novel, Proust reports simi-
lar responses precipitated by other stimuli. A series of them begins 
to climax when he trips on some paving stones.

. . . but as I moved sharply backwards I tripped against the uneven 
paving-stones in front of the coach-house.  And at the moment when, 
recovering my balance, I put my foot on a stone which was slightly 
lower than its neighbor, all my discouragement vanished and in its 
place was that same happiness which at various epochs of my life 
had been given to me by the sight of trees which I had thought that 
I recognized in the course of a drive near Balbec, by the sight of the 
twin steeples of Martinville, by the flavour of a madeleine dipped in 
tea, and by all those other sensations of which I have spoken and of 
which the last works of Vinteuil had seemed to me to combine the 



quintessential character.  Just as, at that moment when I tasted the 
madeleine, all anxiety about the future, all intellectual doubts had 
disappeared . . . The happiness which I had just felt was unquestion-
ably the same as that which I had felt when I tasted the madeleine 
soaked in tea. (vi, 255-256)

 Ultimately Proust concludes that he has been accessing 
“time in the pure state”.

The being which had been reborn in me when with a sudden shudder 
of happiness I had … felt, beneath my feet, the unevenness that was 
common to the paving-stones of the Guermantes courtyard and to 
those of the baptistery of St. Mark’s, this being is nourished only by 
the essence of things, in these alone does it find its sustenance and 
delight.  In the observation of the present, where the senses cannot 
feed it with this food, it languishes, as it does in the consideration 
of a past made arid by the intellect or in the anticipation of a future 
which the will constructs with fragments of the present and the past, 
fragments whose reality it still further reduces by preserving of them 
only what is suitable for the utilitarian, narrowly human purpose for 
which it intends them.  But  . . . let a noise or a scent, once heard 
or once smelt, be heard or smelt again in the present and at the 
same time in the past, real without being actual, ideal without being 
abstract, and immediately the permanent and habitually concealed 
essence of things is liberated and our true self, which seemed—had 
perhaps for long years seemed—to be dead but was not altogether 
dead, is awakened and reanimated as it receives the celestial nour-
ishment that is brought to it.  A minute freed from the order of time 
has re-created in us, to feel it, the man freed from the order of time.  
And one can understand that this man should have confidence in his 
joy, even if the simple taste of a madeleine does not seem logically 
to contain within it the reasons for this joy, one can understand that 
the word “death” should have no meaning for him; situated outside 
time, why should he fear the future? (vi, 264-5)

 Proust, like Plato, is asserting that a real reality exists 
beyond ordinary appearances, and he honors it with words like 
“essence of things” and “true self.”  Like Hayek, Proust claims 
objective truth status for these essences because they seem to ex-
ist objectively beyond the reach of human will. Hayek uses words 
like “beyond our control.” Proust states their essential character 
was that I was not free to choose them, that such as they were they 
were given to me.  And I realized that this must be the mark of their 
authenticity.  (vi, 274)
 However, Proust also suggests that an emotional criterion 
for truth exists, viz., an overwhelming sensation of happiness, so 
intense, that one no longer worries over death.
 Thus, where Hayek (and Hegel and Marx) might look 
for truth in the processes of history, politics, or economics, Proust 
looks for it in individual experience.  He explicitly repudiates the 
virtues of concrete practice: [we are inherently powerless] to real-
ize ourselves in material enjoyment or in effective action. (vi, 272)
 As his epistemology differs from Hayek, so too does 
Proust’s morality.  Hayek’s morality suggests that anything and 
everything that makes human life worth living is involved in eco-
nomic transactions with other people.  By contrast, Proust con-
siders social interactions to be disastrous; diversions at best, and 
utterly unreal at worst:

...I realized that our powers of exaltation are being given a false 
direction when we expend them in friendship... (vi, 437)

The unreality of others is indicated...[by] friendship, which is a sim-
ulacrum...our friends [are] friends only in the light of an agreeable 

folly which...we know to be no more reasonable than the delusion 
of the man who talks to the furniture because he believes that it is 
alive)... (vi, 268-9)

 In one of the earlier drafts to SEARCH, Proust argues that 
when society benefits form a person, it is from that person’s asocial 
self:

...it is the secretion of one’s innermost life, written in solitude and 
for oneself alone, that one gives to the public.  What one bestows on 
private life--in conversation...is the product of a quite superficial 
self, not of the innermost self which one can only recover by putting 
aside the world and the self that frequents the world. (Beuve, 104)

 Indeed, in one of his notebooks for SEARCH, he explic-
itly repudiated Hayek’s market man: 

But true reality is something quite different.  It exists within us, and 
the fact that our life is a tool … which we use in order to earn an 
income of a thousand francs as an ambassador, or to make a living 
by our work or writing books, is as nothing by comparison to it. 
(Maurois, Proust, 155)

__

…an economist [was] strolling down the street with a compan-
ion when they come upon a $100 bill lying on the ground. As the 
companion reaches down to pick it up, the economist says, “Don’t 
bother – if it were a real $100 bill, some one would have already 
picked it up.” 
– Lo and MacKinlay, A Non-Random Walk Down Wall Street [264]

__

 A problem with Proust’s epistemology is that it is solip-
sistic; no one outside of the individual, isolated, subject experi-
encing that madeleine moment can confirm that it is a madeleine 
moment, or that it is that bloody wonderful.  Thus, from an objec-
tive standpoint, Proust’s epistemology frustrates as much as that 
of Hegel, Marx or Hayek. The epistemologies of none of them can 
be validated; they all require a leap. Hegel/Marx&Hayek appeal 
to a point in the future (which cannot be accessed), while Proust 
appeals to something inside a human head (which cannot be ac-
cessed)
 Is there any way of choosing between these competing 
visions?  In the domains of science, Thomas Kuhn has famously 
argued that the criterion for picking one paradigm over another, 
“rarely made entirely explicit,” are those that “appeal to the indi-
vidual’s sense of the appropriate or the aesthetic.” (155)   Given 
such criteria, Proust might very well prevail; although as I set out 
the arguments for him, I should acknowledge that they strike me 
as appropriate and aesthetic, but that they may not do the same for 
the reader.
 First, Proust’s epistemology pleads aesthetics on its face.  
According to Proust, one knows that one has encountered real real-
ity when one experiences a rapture so intense that one no longer 
fears death.  Hayek’s appeal is to the future, and he seems to dis-
miss concerns over aesthetics and propriety when he observes that 
the The market order does not bring about any close correspond-
ence between subjective merit or individual needs and reward. 
[63]
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 Second, it would seem that sometimes the market people 
do in fact acknowledge the primacy of Proust’s position, in that of-
ten they appeal to it during their marketing campaigns.  The most 
explicit instance of this phenomenon is the MasterCard commer-
cial which explains that “There are some things money can’t buy. 
For everything else, there’s MasterCard.”   The neoliberal position 
denies the possibility of responding to anything without a price.  
Yet those who try to sell things for a price appeal to the priceless. 
(After looking at MasterCard, one may look to car commercials 
and the suggestive  names attached to these products – e.g., Ex-
plorer, Silverado, Tahoe, Odyssey, etc., etc.  - not to mention the 
sex and power associated with them.)
 Third, there are the aesthetics of the self.  For Proust, if 
self is not everything, then everything worth living is found within 
the self; one must delve into oneself.  By contrast, under neoliber-
alism one becomes an entrepreneur of the self:

The banishment of the core unified self is experience daily in a 
thousand different ways by every single person who holds down a 
job, gets ejected form a job, gets sick, surfs the Internet, sits in a 
classroom, embarks on a love affair, watches a movie, emulates a 
celebrity, or states a family … The fragmentation of the neoliberal 
self begins when the agent is brought face to face with the realiza-
tion that she is not just an employee or student, but also simultane-
ously a product to be sold, a walking advertisement, a manager of 
her resume, a biographer of her rationales, and an entrepreneur 
of her possibilities. (Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to 
Waste, 108)

 This entrepreneurialism involves not only presenting 
oneself in a calculated way on personal sites like Facebook and 
professional sties like LinkedIn; it also involved purchasing or 
avoiding the self through outsourcing, when one has some one else 
do one’s gardening, house keeping, child rearing, parent caring, 
food preparation, etc., etc.  Mick Jagger would sing that he can’t 
get no satisfaction when some TV man tells him how white his 
shirts can be but he can’t be a man because he doesn’t smoke the 
same cigarettes as him.  Proust would agree.
 Then there are the aesthetics of society which, in the neo-
liberal vision becomesa circus of risk taking, and celebration of it.  

… [for neoliberals]… risk … is wanton ecstasy: the utter subjection 
of the self to the market … This is one reason that participation in 
neoliberal life necessitates acting as an entrepreneur of the self: 
unreserved embrace of (this version of) risk is postulated to be the 
primary method of changing your identity to live life to the fullest. 
… this may explain why casino and commercial gambling has made 
such a comeback in the neolilberal era… (199,121)

 These risks occur in the context of social interaction; but 
Proust, as we have seen, finds only limited value in social inter-
course.  Hayek might accuse Proust of navel gazing, and probably 
argue that such activity would inevitably lead to the “[creation 
of] a stagnant society with all the characteristics of unfreedom” 
(which presumably means the lack of freedom to hustle or be hus-
tled).   
 Then there are the aesthetics of politics. It seems clear 
that Proust’s political position would lie close to that of Mill.  Both 
Proust and Mill entertain marked respect for the individual, whom 
Hayek would dismiss to the fate of the market: The market order 

does not bring about any close correspondence between subjec-
tive merit or individual needs and reward. [63] In general, Hayek 
seems indifferent to unequal allocation of money and power; in 
part because he considers the “majority” to be “stagnant” and 
“rarely capable of thinking independently. Proust intimates a con-
trasting perspective when he observes that I had seen enough of 
fashionable society to know that it is there that one finds real il-
literacy and not, let us say, among electricians... (vi, 280)
 Finally, there is the aesthetic of aesthetics.  If you are pag-
ing through this issue of the New Orleans Art Review, it is reason-
able to assume that you think that works of art may be evaluat-
ing according to values which can be articulated, explicated, and 
justified.  A neoliberal would say that the value is to be found on 
the price tag, and not much  more is worth talking about.  Hence, 
when commodities broker Jeff Koons can market his “art” at high 
prices, he succeeds, and that is that.  Proust entertains a less neo-
liberal and more generally democratic viewpoint when he worries 
over his thoughts being reserved “for people who spend ten francs 
on a book and are generally stupider than those who buy them for 
three.” (Caws, Marcel Proust, 61)  Indeed, when Swann’s Way was 
published, he was insistent that it would be priced so as “to ap-
peal to a larger public, the people who take trains and buy a badly 
printed book before getting into the coach.” (Letters, 223-24)
 Is price the end point for evaluating art, a beginning point, 
or simply irrelevant?  In the case of Picasso and other moderns, 
Michael Fitzgerald has written an interesting book (Making Mod-
ernism) which tracks the history of a French consortium which 
began investing in “advanced” work in 1904, and cashed out in an 
auction held on March 2, 1914:

It was the first time that the art of the Fauves and Cubists had really 
been tested in the public market-place. … The sale total of 116,545 
francs more than quadrupled the group’s investment of 27,500 
francs over the ten-year period, and it signaled the desirability of 
twentieth-century art as on a par with that of Post-Impressionism. 
… from the beginning of his career in France, Picasso applied his 
art and his social talents to those who might develop his reputation 
and make his fortune. (1,40,28)   

 
 These issues arose more recently by street artist Banksy 
when he assumed temporary residence in New York. One day he 
set up a stall in Central Park and offered his paintings for about 
$60 each. The Wall Street Journal  tells the rest of the story: 

The artist, whose past works have sold in the hundreds of thousands, 
sold eight paintings for a total of $420. … At a February Sotheby’s 
auction in London, a Banksy work sold for about $617,000; In 2008, 
one went for $1.87 million. - Oct. 14, 2013.

 One’s aesthetic reaction to this situation of aesthetics will 
help determine where one sits as a neoliberal, or something else.  
Before concluding, the author must concede that this discussion 
in itself is not wholly innocent; because discussions and chatter 
around works of art do contribute to an assessment of their value. 
Proust writes his own gospel proclaiming that the good news is 
that life can contain and offer something that makes one so happy 
that one no longer questions why one is living it; and if one is in 
the throes of acedia, one might get the chance to change one’s  
mind.         q
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Sibylle Peretti’s I Search in Snow II (kiln formed glass, engraved, silvered, painted paper) at Callan Contemporary.

A GALLERY FOR FINE PHOTOGRAPHY – 241 Chartres St.  
568-1313. www.agallery.com - Henri Cartier-Bresson, through 
May 5.

ACADEMY GALLERY– 5256 Magazine Street.  899-8111. www.
noafa.com -  New Work: Butler Steltemeier (two-dimensional 
media), Closer Examination: Ronna S. Harris (painting), through 
May 2; Annual Student Exhibition, summer 2014.

ARIODANTE GALLERY– 535 Julia St., 524-3233. www.ario-
dantegallery.com - Jammin’ on Julia: Abe Geasland (studio furni-
ture), Craig Taylor (woodwork), Jivita Harris Casey (jewelry), 
and Alix Travis (paintings), through April 30; Erin Lee Gafill 
(paintings), Eric Silva (jewelry), and Paul Burk (woodwork and 
furniture), May 3- 31; Brandi Newman (paintings), Jim Creel 
(wood sculpture), Suzanna Juneau (jewelry), and Epaul Julien 
(photography), June 7-30, 2014.

ARTHUR ROGER GALLERY – 432 Julia St.  522-1999. www.ar-
thurrogergallery.com - The Swinging Pendulum: Edward White-
man (mixed media paintings), The People of New Orleans from 
A to Z: Bunny Matthews (drawings), through April 19; Chihuly: 
Dale Chihuly (glass), April 26 - July 12; Still Lifes: Amy Weis-
kopf (paintings), May 3 – July 12.
BARRISTER’S GALLERY – 2331 St. Claude Ave.  525-2767. 
www.barristersgallery.com - Blip. Repeat: Ben Reid (sculpture), 
PopUp Exhibit: David McPherson (paintings), April 12 – May 4.

BOYD SATELLITE – 440 Julia St. 899-4218. www.boydsatel-
litegallery.com - All in a Day’s Work: Derek Boshier (drawings, 
paintings, and films), April 4 – 29.

BRUNNER GALLERY– 215 N. Columbia St. Covington, 985-
893-0444. www.brunnergallery.com - New Sculpture and Furni-
ture Designs: Rick Brunner, Gallery Artists Group Show, ongo-
ing.

CALLAN CONTEMPORARY – 518 Julia St., New Orleans, 525-
0518. www.callancontemporary.com - I Search in Snow: Sibylle 
Peretti (sculpture and painting), April 3 – May 31.

CAROL ROBINSON GALLERY – 840 Napoleon Ave. at Maga-
zine. 895-6130. www.carolrobinsongallery.com - Artists of Faith: 
Group Exhibition (various media), through April 26; Virtual Ex-
hibition, ongoing.

COLE PRATT GALLERY – 3800 Magazine St.  891-6789. www.
coleprattgallery.com - Altars and Monuments: Richard Johnson 
(paintings), through April 27; Monotypes: Barbara Brainard 
(printmaking), May 1 – 31; Recent Work: John Stanford (paint-
ings), June 1 – 29.

COLLINS DIBOLL ART GALLERY – Loyola University.  861-
5456. http://www.loyno.edu/dibollgallery/ - Bachelor of Arts Stu-
dio Exhibition, Contraflow: Graphic Design Senior Exhibition, 
April; Bachelor of Fine Arts Studio Exhibition, opening May 5; 
Art & Design Faculty Exhibition, opening May 28.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER – 900 Camp St.  210-0224.  
www.cacno.org - Submerge: Lee Deigaard (installation), Walk-
ing, Sometimes Standing Still: Brendan Connelly (video), The 
Delta Demitasse: Sarah Quintana (film), through February 2, 
2014; 30 Americans: Nina Chanel Abney, John Bankston, Jean-
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Jean-Michel Basquiat in 30 Americans, Contemporary Arts Center.

Michel Basquiat, Mark Bradford, Iona Rozeal Brown, Nick 
Cave, Barkley L. Hendricks, Rashid Johnson, Glenn Lignon, 
Kalup Linzy, Kerry James Marshall, Rodney McMillian, Lona 
Simpson, Shinique Smith, Jeff Sonhouse, Henry Taylor, Hank 
Willis Thomas & Mickalene Thomas (mixed media), February 8 
– June 15, 2014; Hello I Am: An Exhibition of Contemporary Teen 
Work, April 5 – May 17; Mark of the Feminine: curated by Regine 
Basha, August 2 – October 4.

d.o.c.s. gallery – 709 Camp St.  524-3936. www.docsgallery.com

HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION – 533 Royal St.  
523-4662. www.hnoc.org - Civil War Battlefields and National 
Parks: A.J. Meek (photography), through April 5, 2014; Shout, 
Sister, Shout!: The Boswell Sisters of New Orleans (photogra-
phy), March 19 – October 26.
 
ISAAC DELGADO FINE ARTS GALLERY – 615 City Park Ave.  
361-6620. www.dcc.edu/departments/art-gallery - Delgado Fine 
Arts Student Exhibition, April – May.

JEAN BRAGG GALLERY OF SOUTHERN ART – 600 Julia 

Street. 895-7375. www.jeanbragg.com - My New Orleans: Adam 
Klein Hall (paintings), opening April 5; The Quintessential Vieux 
Carre Genre: Oscar Quesada (painting), May 3 – June 1; Lake-
side-Riverside: Terry Kenney (paintings), June 7 – 29.
JONATHAN FERRARA GALLERY – 400a Julia St.  522-5471. 
www.jonathanferraragallery.com - More Greatest Hits: Mel Chin 
(various media), through April 12; Stronger than Dirt: Gina Phil-
lips (fiber), April 15 – May 31; New Work: Sidonie Villere (sculp-
ture and mixed media), June 1 – July 31.

LeMIEUX GALLERIES – 332 Julia St.  522-5988. www.lemieux-
galleries.com - Color is a Vessel: Ben Shamback (paintings), 
through April 19; Summer Stars: Jon Langford (mixed media), 
April 26 – May 24; Gallery Group Show, June 7 – July 26.

NEWCOMB ART GALLERY – Tulane University.  865-5328. 
www.newcombartgallery.tulane.edu  - Early Modern Faces: Euro-
pean Portraits, 1480-1780, curated by Anne Dunlop (paintings), 
through June 29.

NEW ORLEANS MUSEUM OF ART – City Park.  606-4712. 
www.noma.org - Rematch: Mel Chin (mixed media), through 



Juan Logan at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art.
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May 25; Photography and the American Civil War (photography), 
through May 4; Rising Up: Hale Woodruff’s Murals at Tallade-
ga College (paintings), May 16 – September 14; Behind Closed 
Doors: Art in the Spanish American Home, 1492-1898 (various 
media), June 20 – September 21.

OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART – 925 Camp St.  539-
9600. www.ogdenmuseum.org - Trespass: Lee Deigaard (pho-
tography and installation), Rediscovered: Steffen Thomas (vari-
ous media), through April 6; Into the Light II (photography), I’ll 
Save You Tomorrow: Juan Logan (mixed media), through July 20; 
Shadows of History: Photographs of the Civil War from the Col-
lection of Julia J. Norrell (photography), April 17 – July 13; Sense 
of Place II: Selections from the Permanent Collection at the Ogden 
Museum of Southern Art (various media), April 24 – July 20.

SOREN CHRISTENSEN GALLERY – 400 Julia St.  569-9501. 
www.sorenchristensen.com - New Work: Eric Abrecht (paintings), 

Group Work: Selections from the Roster, April; Water Road: Dan-
iel Minter (paintings), May

STELLA JONES GALLERY – Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles 
Ave.  568-9050. www.stellajonesgallery.com -

STEVE MARTIN GALLERY– 624 Julia St.  566-1390. http://
www.stevemartinfineart.com - Steve Martin and Emerging Artists, 
ongoing 

UNO-ST. CLAUDE GALLERY - 2429 St. Claude Ave. 280-6410.  
http://finearts.uno.edu/gallery.html. You are a weird bird.: Natalie 
McLaurin (sculpture, drawing, and video), UNO M.F.A. Alumni 
Exhibition: Alex Podesta, Nina Schwanse, and Monica Zeringue 
(sculpture, painting), April 12 – May 4; Darel Joseph and Corbin 
Cohver, Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibitions, May 10 – June 8.




